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Weekend scuffle
leads to arrest
of football player
BY LISA WHEAT
NEWS EDITOR

·~

University police employed
pepper spray for the first time on
campus as they dispersed a crowd
that otherwise resisted their
orders early Sunday, Public Safety
interim Director Mittie Southerland said.
''(Pepper spray) is the primary
means that you use to not have to
do something to physically dam·
age somebody," she said.
Southerland said the incident
stemmed from a verbal fight during the Phi Beta Sigma annual
state meeting dance. She said a
group of people with football
player Terrence Tillman, senior
from Memphis, and Phi Beta
Sigma members gathered and
shouted threats and insults at
each other. The incident erupted
around 2:30 a.m.
"He was in the middle instigating and so he was told that either
he could quiet down and leave or
he could be arrested," Southerland said. "He singled himself
out."
University police asked Tillman,
an Alpha Phi Alpha member, to
leave the building and he resisted,
Southerland said. When officers
moved to handcuff and arrest
him, Tillman's group attempted to
block the police, she said. The
police told the individuals to stop
interfering but they did not obey
the order, Southerland said.
When an officer felt crowd

members grabbing for the gun at
his side, the police resorted to
pepper spray, Southerland said.
"It was used because an officer's
gun was being pulled at and ... the
crowd wasn't listening to the officer's command to leave," she said.
Police warned the crowd they
would use pepper spray, she said.
"As soon as they used it, the
people did disperse and they were
able to take Tiii.Jrian to get the
handcuffs on him and get him out
at that point," Southerland said.
Police arrested Tillman and took
him to Calloway County Jail on
charges of disorderly conduct and
resisting arrest. Police released
him on a $500 unsecured bond
later that day. Tillman is the alltime leader in receptions (146) and
receiving yards (2,390) for the
MSU football team.
A Public Safety officer and a
Murray police officer were stationed at the dance for general
security purposes. Two additional
University police, four city police
and a state trooper assisted at the
scene.
Southerland said a couple of the
officers sustained minor injuries,
but none were seriously hurt. She
said the officers were also exposed
to the pepper spray.
Southerland said she does not
have an accurate estimate of the
crowd that surrounded the police
officers. One witness told police
about 40 or 50 students were outside the Curris Center Ballroom
Please sec nLLMAN/18
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The horses and
jockeys change,
but the name
remains the same
Photos by Laura Deaton/The New~
and Barry Johnson/Guesr

Nov. 30,
MANY
DEDICATED
FANS Will
FOllOW.

STAFF WRITER

The Racers have just scored, the
crowd is cheering, the football players
are slapping high fives and Rebecca
Hayden is a nervous wreck. Then
she listens for her c'ue: 1'Ladies and
gentlemen, please clear the track
for Racer I!"
And they're off.
"Once they call it, I don' t hear the
crowd or see the stadium," Hayden,
senior from Henderson, said. "There's not
much room and we're going real fast. My
heart is pounding wildly; it's a huge
adrenaline rush."
And so the 25-year tradition of celebrating touchdowns with a gallop from the
school mascot continues, as Hayden once
again navigates Racer I around the track.
School of Agriculture senior lecturer Jamie Hay
remembers the excitement of racing the
track on Violet Cactus, one of Racer
I's predecessors. Violet Cnctus
began the tradition in
1976 and served as mascot until 1983, the longest
time one horse has held the position.
After Violet Cactus' death in 1984, the
school honored her with a burial site on the
Roy Stewart Stadium's north side and a ceremony at the football game where they
inducted a new mascot. The University also
decided to have all future mascots bear the
name "Racer 1."
Although the tradition is well·rootcd at Murray State, Hayden and the current Racer l's
partnership is relatively new. The pair teamed
up last year when both the mascot and rider's
position were vacated.
"I knew as soon as I came to school here that I
wanted to ride Racer I someday,'' Hayden said. "The
position finally became open my senior year and I
asked and asked for the job."
Hayden was already well-known at the barn
and had worked and even lived on the premises. After School of Agriculture Director James
Rudolph awarded Hayden the position, it was
time to look for a new mount. The school fow1d what it was
looking for in Eternally Boston, a horse Hayden said has a good
temperament, big heart, strong build and a sound mind.
When not fighting crime or leaping tall goal posts in a single
bound, Racer I leads a normal life as his alter ego, E. B. This life may
not have seemed so normal at first. Hayden had to prepare E.B. for '

(Right) Jockey Rebecca
Hayden rides Racer 1
following a touchdown
during a football game this
year. (Below right)
Hayden feeds Racer I
while the hone rests In
the stables. Hayden's
responsibilities for Racer
I include feeding and
grooming the horse. Both
Hayden and the horse,
whose original name
is EternaUy Boston,
are in the second
year of their jobs
at Murray State
football
games.

Spreadheads to add
excitement to concert
WHEN
WIDESPREAD
PANIC PLAYS
AT THE
REGIONAL
SPECIAL
EVENTS
CENTER ON

BY ERIN RICHARDS

BY RACHEL KIRK
STAFF WRITER

When Widespread Panic performs a concert,
throngs of their fans follow, causing panic among
host-city officials to be widespread. The band's visit
to the Regional Special Events Center on Nov. 30
promises to differ little from their usual shows.
Widespread Panic is a band known for toting
groupies known as Spreadheads. The die-hard fans
have been known to arrive more than 12 hours
early for shows to trade bootlegged tapes, clothes
and trinkets from the trunks of their cars.
"This town will be swamped with hippies," Jon
Perry, senior from Cadiz, said. "It will be upside
down."
Perry should know. He has been to 32 Widespread Panic shows in two years and is planning on
attending five more- including the Murray show
-in the next few weeks.
Mia Lorzeaux, Vanderbilt University student
from Baltimore, also plans to attend the show.
"We saw the ad in our paper and it blew our
minds that Widespread was playing so close to
Nashville," lorzeaux said.
At least 50 people from Vanderbilt will travel to
Murray with lorzeaux. She said they plan to arrive
five hours early for the concert.
"The show is really laid back and relaxed,"
Lorzeaux said. "People make grilled cheese sandwiches out of the back of their cars and sell them to
other people."
Student Government Association Concert Chair
Curtis Baker said he has received calls from Uni-
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ews
Darin Shock,
cartoonist for
"The Murray
State News,"
wins a national
award.
•see Page 7

ViewPoint

College Life

Shelley Street talks
about being in
Washington, D.C.
while the voting
recount controversy .__-... . . . . . . -....
continued.
•see Page 5

Dogstar, featuring Bret
Domrose, Rob Mailhouse
and some guy named
Keanu Reeves, comes to
Lovett Auditorium tonight.
•see Page 11

Sports
The Murray State Racers
clinched a winning football
season, defeating Tennessee
State 62-40 Saturday.

•see Page 13

Check out coverage of
the construction of a
convention center on
Hopkinsville's MSU
satellite campus.
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December commencement
time change announced
December commencf'!ment has
been changed to 10 a.m. Dec. 9 at
the Regional Special Events Center.
The event was originally scheduled
for 7 p.m. that day. Graduate lineup will be at 9 a.m.

am pus
by Dmitri Shostakovich.
Choral director Bradley Almquist
will lead the concert choir in selections from its Oct. 26 performance.
Selected pieces are Johannes
Brahms' "0 Savior, Open the Heavens Wide," Benjam in Britten's
"Rejoice in the Lamb" and two
early American tunes, "Wondrous
Love" and "lord of the Dance."

Lovett Auditorium to host
Student Support Services
'The Nutcracker' ballet
The Nashville Ballet will perform seeks tutors for spring
Tchaikovsky's "The Nutcracker" on
Nov. 26 at 2 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium. The Murray Civic Music
Association sponsors the performance.
Tickets are available in advance
in the music department office and
will also be sold at the door. Ticket
are $20 for adults, $18 for senior citizens and $10 for children. Murray
State students are admitted free
with their Racercard.
For more information, contact the
music department at 762-4288.

WKMS will feature wind
ensemble, concert choir
"Music from Murray," a WKM$FM program, wiU feature the Mu rray State Wind Ensemble and the
MSU Concert Choir. The performances will air at 7 tonight.
Wind ensemble Director John
Fannin w ill lead the group in selections from its Nov. 9 concert in
Lovett Auditorium. Featured works
are "Fiesta Del Pacifico" by Roger
Nixon, Percy Grainger's "Children
March" and the "Festive Overture"

NEWS
How to
reach us

Student Support Services is hiring
tutors for the spring semester. Students must be juniors with a minimum 3.5 CPA. They must be able to
tutor in two or more University
Studies courses.
Math, science, English, world civilization and humanities courses
have the highest current demand
for tutors.
Tutoring hours are flexible, based
on the tutor's class schedule and
availability.

Domestic violence causes
will be debated Monday
The Murray State Speech and
Debate Team, organizational communication department and the
Women's Center will present the
debate "Resolved: Learned Gender
Roles Cause Violence Against
Women" at 8 p.m. Monday in the
Curris Center Theater.
The Springer I Franklin College
Debate Society w ill take the affirmative and the Richmond College
Debate Society will oppose them.

Editor In Chief: 762-6877
News: 762·4468
College Life: 762-4480
Viewpoint: 762-4468
Sports: 762-4481
AdVertising: 762·4478
Fax: 762·3175
£-Mail: thenews@murroystote.edu

l aura Deaton/Thc News

Lights, Camera, ActiOii«

Kate Lackey, senior from Henderson, shows an oil
lamp during the National Broadcasting Society/Alpha Epsilon Rho Auction on Wednesday evening. The
auction ran Tuesday through Thursday on MSU TV-11.

Electrical outage planned
over Thanksgiving Break
University academic buildings
will experience a power outage
from Wednesday to Nov. 26. Most
of the outages shou ld be for brief
periods, but Woods Hall will be
without electricity entirely for the

first two days.
Clark and Richmond colleges will
also be without power from
Wednesday to Nov. 24.
The outage is necessary because
of annual high-voltage contract
maintenance to the University's
electrical system. All electrical
equipment should be turned off

before the Thanksgiving holiday.
For more information, phone
Scott Bame::~ at 762-4406.

Campus Briefly is compiled by Assistaut College Life Editor Braudi
Williams and A::sisltmt News Editor
Shelley Street.
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Locations for using your meal plans ...
Winslow Dining Hall
Fast Track C-Store
TRoom
Sunset Strips*
Sugar Cube*
Dip 'N Dots*
Subway & Domino's*
*Not available for use in the past

For more Information
Call Food Services at
762-6990 or 762-4600.

News
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Faculty resolution criticizes
lack of shared governance
BY J ASON YATES
EDITOR IN CHIEF

The Faculty Senate unanimously passed a resolution during its November meeting Tuesday criticizing Murray ~tate's
administration for a lack of
shared governance concerning
the health insurance budget
increase for this year.
Section 1.5.1 of the Faculty
Handbook states, "The Board of
Regents of Murray State University endorses the concept of
shared authority and responsibility in the governance of the
institution." lt further states,
"Each member of the University
community can make a special
contribution to the vigor and
progress of Murray State."
The re!>olution cnticizes Murray State's administration,
including University President
Kern Alexander, for announcing
revisions to the group health
insurance plan without consulting the Faculty and Staff Ins urance and Benefits Committee. It
also states public news releases
distributed by the administration implied the committee was

consulted .
for the last two years on shared
Faculty Senate President Bill governance," he said. "Here is
Call said the senate was follow- another instance where he doesing a policy it established almost n't consult us and makes a
two years ago.
change. This resolution would
"The senate is on record in have never have happened if he
December 1998 saying that we did the slightest bit of consultawould flag any violations of the tion."
shared governance principles,
Associate Vice President for
and this was one of them," he Human Resources Joyce Gordon
said.
said the press relea~e in question
Call said the resolution's pur- did not say the committee was
pose is to communicate the fac- actively involved this year. She
ulty's displeasure with the way said the current plan was instithe situation was handled and tuted two years ago, and that
not the actual revisions of the was ""'hen the committee was
involved.
insurance plan.
"It was a statement to the
Strieter did concede examples
administration and campus of shared governance violations
community thclt this was .an have become less numerous
oversight that should not have recently. He credits a more vocal
occurred," he said. "The resolu- and organized senate for being a
tion does not speak about watchdog and challenging violachanges that were made, just the tions.
fact it did not have consultaA copy of the resolution will
tion."
be sent to the president's and
Terry Strieter, history profes- various vice presidents' offices,
sor and senator at large, said as well as to the Board of
problems with shared gover- Regents.
nance is nothing new.
Alexander was out of town
"We have had difficulties with Thursday and unable to comthe Alexander administration ment.

3

•PoliceBeat
Thursday, Nov. 9

Saturday, Nov. 11

8:34 a.m. A caller from Sullivan's 1:12 a.m. A minor was cited for
Par 3 Golf and Sports Center alcohol possession at the 14th
reported an odor coming from Street parking lot.
the North Farm. The caller was 1:47 a.m. Murray Police Departtransferred to the University ment requested backup for a
fight in progress at the Sigma
attorney.
8:44 a.m. An officer was out Chi house.
investigating the report of an 11:38 p.m. A citation was issued
odor. Nothing was found to be for an alcohol violation behind
the Alpha Tau Omega house.
report<lble by the officer.
9:26 a.m. A caller reported two
females had been struck in the Sunday, Nov. 12
head by a broken light fixture at 12:35 a.m. A minor was cited for
Regents College. They were alcohol possession behind the
taken to the emergency room.
Alpha Tau Omega house.
3:31 p.m. There was a report of 1:39 a.m. All available units were
someone lying in the Racer requested to come to a fight in
Arena press box floor and using progress on the Curris Center
third floor.
the telephone.
2:20 a.m. A White College resident had an asthma attack and
Friday, Nov. 10
12 a.m. A minor was cited for went to the emergency room.
alcohol possession at the Luther- 4:44 a.m. A false fire alarm at
Hart College was caused by a
an church parking lot.
fourth floor west pull station
3 a.m. There was an alcohol viobeing pulled.
lation east of Hart College.
1:54 p.m. A student reported
10:44 a.m. Some instruments and
COs were stolen from her studio
equipment were missing from
on the- Doyle Fine Arts Center
the music education department
seventh floor.
in the Doyle Fine Arts Center. It
10:13 p.m. Flour was thrown on
is under investigation.
several vehicles by Woods Hall.
11:42 a.m. A false fire alarm at
Elizabeth College was caused by
a contractor knocking off a sprin- Monday, Nov. 13
1:13 p.m. A student reported that
kler head.

her car had been covered in
petroleum jelly, flour and condoms in the residential college
circle.
4:24 p.m. There was a theft
report on the Ordway Hall third
floor.

Tuesday, Nov. 14
12:24 a.m. A license plate was
stolen at the White College parking lot.
12:01 p.m. A caller advised of an
electrical fire at 1213 College
Courts. The Murray Fire Department was notified.

Wednesday, Nov. 15
4:46 p.m. A false fire alarm at
Elizabeth College was caused by
a ruptured pipe.
10:47 p.m. A small fire had been
started on concrete on the Hart
College west side. It was extinguished.
Racer Escorts - 8
Motorists Assists - 11

Police Beat is compiled by Shelley
Stre~t, assistant news editor, from
materials available from Public
Safety. All dispatched calls are not
necessarily listed.

ResNet Internet access ready for student testing in low rises ·
STUDENTS IN
THE HIGH-RISE
RESIDENTIAL
COLLEGES Will
HAVE SERVICE
BY JANUARY,
BUT
COLLEGE
COURTS
RESIDENTS Will
WAIT UNTIL
LATER NEXT
SEMESTER.

BY SHELLEY STREET
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

The MSU Residential College
Network, which provides free,
cable-based Internet access in the
residential colleges, is up and running in the low-rise buildings.
''The low rise buildings have
been essentially completed and
they are in the test mode right
now," said Brenda Rowland, University networking and microcomputing services manager. "They' re
active and they've passed the initial connectivity test, and we've
asked the students to contact us''
Residents in Clark, Richmond,
Franklin or Springer colleges who
want to try out the new service can

find out more information about
the specific hardware needed on
the
ResNet
page
at
http: I I www .m urra ysta te.edu IinfoI resnet I resnet.h tm.
The parts are available at the University Store and at area businesses.
High-rise residents should be
ready to connect to the network by
January, while those who live in
College Courts should be wired to
the network sometime next spring.
"We're on target," Rowland
said . " It looks good and we're
keeping up the pace. I feel pke
we're going to hit our target. If we
miss i t, we won' t miss it by much,
barring unforeseen problems."
The University does not rE.>Com-

mend any specific computer technicians to help students get their
computers ready to connect to the
network, but Rowland said several
residential college students have
already come forward willing to
do so for a set fee.
The University needs as many
students as possible to try out the
new system.
"[would say anybody who's got
a computer in their room, they
need to attach it and go at it,"
Rowland said.
Any students who experience
problems should immediately email resnet@murraystate.edu.
So far, p roblems have been minimal, Rowland said.

Visit us on the 2nd
floor of the Curris
Center · Next to the
Sugar Cube.

Hours of service
8

Mon. - Fri.

a.111. - 1 o a.111.

(or until _they are gone)

Price:

"The feedback that I'm getting is
that those calls are few and so far
easy to accommodate," she said.
But she said many problems
may not surface until the system is
put under a heavier workload.
Such was the case w ith Murray
State's Personal Information Network system earlier this year.
The ResNet system could alleviate other problems.
Paula HuUck, director of housing and residence life, said she
expects ResNet to help eliminate
problems students have voiced
about busy signals when dialing
off-campus numbers.
"The phone line story is not a

new story, and once we get the
Internet, that's supposed to help
that problem," she said.
Students had been tying up the
phone lines by using dial-up Internet access for extended periods,
causing congestion on a Umited
number of phone lines.
Rowland said she is grateful for
the patience students have shown
so far in getting ResNet working,
and she hopes students will continue to be accommodating.
"We appreciate the way the students have worked with us in
making their areas accessible to
the contractors," she said.
"They've been very good to work
with."

!it:op by
and enjoy

one - They
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good!

ViewPoint
Question Electoral College effective
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ISSUE:
M ANY PEOPLE
FEEL THAT THE
ELECTORAL
COLLEGE VOTES
ARE NOT
REPRESENTATIVE
OF WHAT THE
NATION WANTS.

What is your favorite
Thanksgiving food?

P.OSITION:
T HE ELECTORAL
COLLEGE HAS
BEEN IN PLACE
FOR TWO
CEN T URIES AND
GIVES FOCUS TO
AREAS W ITH A
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BLAIR CAMPBELL
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seniOr, RussellVIlle
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"Rous. MY
GRANDMOTHER
MAKES THEM
HOMEMADE."

j iU. TEMPLEMAN
treshm;m, Elkton

ISSUE:

MY MOM

THE PERSON AL

MAKES A

ID ENTIFICATION
SYSTEM IS NOT

SPECIAL
DRESSING.

11

CONVENIENT FOR
STUDENT USE.

ROBERT HARTSFIELD

POSITION:

scp/!Omore. Murray

T HE STUDENT
G OVERNMENT
AssOCIATION HAS

" TURKEY,

PROPOSED A

BECAUSE All

RESOLUTION THAT

THAT BIG WHITE

WILL PROVIDE THE

MEAT IS ...

STUDENTS WITH

MMM ... JUST

MORE OPTIONS.

GOOD.

HOWAIID DILLARD

Because at closer observation,
one may see that in a roundabout way, the Electoral College
works in favor of the people.
The Electoral College forces
presidential candidates to solic- ·
it votes in small states, because
in a close elt.>etion, they could
make a difference. In this election, New Mexico, Maine and
Oregon are examples.
With a popular vote election,
candidates would only travel to
large citit.'S and court their interests. Issues such as traffic,
crime, and urban sprawl would
gain attention as candidates
catered to the urban population.
But what about states like
Kentucky, where people are
more interested in agriculture
and tobacco? Politicians would
hardly consider a state with so
few people worth the time if the
popular vote were all that mattered.
This year, Washington state,
with only 1t Electoral College
votes, got much attention from
both candidates. Its conservation and environmental interests were of major concern.
Under a popular vote, these
issues wouldn't have gotten
nearly as much attention.
So before we pound down the
Electoral College, let's consider
why it has endured more than
two centuries of presidential
elections.
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When University
officials implemented
the
Personal
I d entification Network system earlier
this year, they quickly learned shooting
for the stars in technology might not be
s uch a hot idea.
Bu t has anything
been done abou t it?
Not by the University.
The Student Government Association
has passed a rcsolu-

tion in hopes the
University
might
finally realize s tudents are looking for
something a little
more
convenient
when it comes time
to redeem those final
grades at the end of
the semester.
The
resolution
states the P IN system is continuing to
malfunc tion,
and
Murray State students may not h~ve
Internet access to

view final grades.
Maybe University
officials will finally
fix the problems
with the PIN system
so students can get
their grades off of
the Internet.
Or maybe the University
offici a Is
could
take their
efforts one step further by not only fixing the PIN system
problems, but by
also sending hard
copies of the grades

-r1<.\ AL

'Tl-{~

wAY.

in the mail to either
the parents' addresses or to the students'
campus addresses.
This would be
more convenient to
the students, some
of whom may not
have Internet access.
This way students
will be able to relax,
knowing they wiJl
have their grades.
After all, wasn't
the
PIN
system
implemented in the
first place to better

serve the students?
In theo ry, the PIN
system was a wonderful idea. But it
can't be the only
option.
ff University officials want to see students happy w h en
they receive their
final grades at the
end of the semester,
perhaps they should
take a close look at
SGA's proposed reso lution for the PIN
system.

<of'IIOIIIII!f' C/ll!lllrt
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ENDS!/
Res0lution might solve PIN problems
Our View

" DRESSING.

Nobody likes to lose, especially when years of striving
toward a goal are at stake.
But at the end of the day, not
everyone can come out on top.
The 2000 election proves to
shed new light on the term
"lose gracefully." No matter
what the outcome, we agree
the loser and his followers
should move on in the best
interest of the country.
The game has been played.
The rules were set. All players
were given equal opportunity.
Now let's move on.
While the winner is yet to be
determined, the rules of the
Electoral · College seemingly
point to George W. Bush as the
victor.
Although the majority of the
people selected AI Gore, his
Republican rival may win.
This oddity has caused some
to challenge the rules of the
game.
Take Hillary Clinton for
example. The Electoral College
was just peachy in 1992 and
1996 when her husband successfully ran for commander in
chief. But now that his vice
president may lose to the system, the newly-€lcctt.'Cf senator
is calling for a re-vamping of
the rules.
But before we all jump on the
bandwagon, let's look at the
consequences of a popular vote
rule.

I
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Your VieWS

Wet victory Impossible
without supporters, students
To the Editor:
We are so happy to have won
this election to allow Murray
restaurants to serve alcohol by
the drink. We could not have
won without our MSU financial
supporters and, most importantly, without the support of the
MSU students. I spent Nov. 7,
watching the polling plac~s and
very few students left even
though they had to wait in long
lines.
We will now begin th~ task of
attracting restaurants to Murray.
We are confident we will exceed
in aU of our objectives.
As supporters of this issue, we
now have a responsibility to
Murray as well. We are going to
be given the opportunity to enjoy
alcohol in our favorite restaurants. We must always ensun•
that we and our friends res~ct
others in our community and do
not abuse the freedom we have
been given.
Thank you for allowing us thb

choice.
Mike Cowen
restaurant referendum
committee spokesperson

Graduation time change
inconvenient for students
To the Editor:
Gr.1duation is a wonderful time
for s tudents to celebrate their
accomplishments with friends
and family. We send out invitations hoping those closest to us
will come to graduation and witness the closing of a great chapter
of our lives. Family members
make plans to visit, hotel rooms
are reserved, plane tickets are
bought and receptions are
planned only to find out that lesg
than a month away from graduation, someone high and mighty
decides to change the time of
graduation
Who cart-s that invitations are
already printed? Who c.ues that
invitations are already sent out?
Who cares about the hundreds of
phws thc1t .ue jeopardized for

graduating seniors? I have tried
to call those in authority and find
answers. I thought surely there
must be a logical explanation for
changing something like this so
close to date.
Do not worry graduating
seniors ,md faculty. 1 found the
answer! After Ccllling the dean of
admissions office, who actually
did return my call, and the Prl·sident's office, the answer was
clear. Someone in the presidtmt's
office said "Dr. Alexander has
that prerogative and can do what
he wants. He dt!cided to change il
and it is done."
I was still not too clear, so I
asked for a more specific answer.
''That's not important and I am
not qiscussing it with you," was
the reply that I got!
Oh, I am sorry, but you were
the ones who messed up my
plans and only -.everal hundred
others by suddenly changing the
time.
Now, many of my family and
close friends from out of town
will not be able to attend the ceremonies for the simple reason, " ...
b~:ause he has that prerogative."
Maybe it is time to cv<~luate our

administration on "0.1khurst
Hill" closely. Maybe we should
put the students' concerns first
for a change. Or even better, think
about the students for a change!
This is a University! I have
taken pride in this University for
4 1/ 2 years. My active roles of
leadership and involvement on
this campus are numerous just
like many of u,e gradu.1ting
seniors. The least I ask for is the
respect and cunsidemtion from
those whose salaries we as students pay w ith our tuition!
I guess 1 am just another member on the wonderful enrollment
record! I want to urge all the faculty, staff and students who share
this con cern to stand up and
make it known.
This is one time that I will not
just let something p.1ss by with·
out a voice. Call the president's
o ffice and others. Hopefully they
are nllt too occupied with painting residential colleges, planting
mums or building columns to
hc.~r \vhat a student has to say.
Curtis B.1ker
senior
Greenfield, Tenn.

Write to Ul
"The Murray
State News"
welcomes
commentaries
and letters to the
editor. Letters
should be 300
words or fewer
and must be
signed.
Contributors
should include
addresses and
phone numbers
for verification.
Please include
hometown,
classification, title
or relationship to
the University.
"The Murray
State News"
reserves the right
to edit for style,
length and
content.
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Laundromat experience brings reflection
I'm sitting on top of a small table
watching my clothes go round and
round in the spin cycle. A few other
people wash, dry and fold their
clothes. A girl with brown hair
walks in and begins to sort her
whites from her colors.
Looking down toward the washer
I wonder if anyone ever thinks,
"How the hell did I end up here?"
I'm here in Murray, Ky., washing
my clothes in an ancient Laundromat around people who just happened to have a basket full of dirty
clothes.
I sometimes feel like the clothes
twirling around in the washer,
going in circles meeting up with others from time to time. I had no idea
four years ago I would be in Murray.
I had no idea a week ago I would be
in this Laundromat with these people.
As I am about to graduate in May
I think of all the things I have done
and the people I have met. While I
will walk away with a degree, I

learned the most from the time I
spent out of the classroom.
It is good to reflect on what I have
done. I might hear a song or drive by
Regents College, and I laugh when I
am reminded of different stories and
the people with whom I have shared
them. I also think those were the
times when I really felt alive.
lt's hard to find good friends and
even harder to find friends that really understand you. I have been
lucky enough to meet a lot of people
at Murray State. The list below is for
the people I have met and shared
these stories with.
'This is also for everyone else who
has stories of their own. They might
remind you of something you have
done. Maybe you have done some of
them, maybe you have done worse,
but I loved every minute.
Sing a song for Mama Reck, throw
a dorm party, skip class and golf,
stay up late and talk about nothing
with friends, sing at ZZ's, get
dumped, run a 153.09, break a few

hearts, win a case of beer, go camping at LBL, walk home from an A TO
party, water Kern's flowers, run a
naked mile around the track, eat a
Burt from The Apple, sleep in and
skip class with your girlfriend, drive
to Nashville, play Ernie ball, paint
your face at a basketball game, see
Matchbox Twenty, wake up at 6 in
the morning and practice, go to
Florida for Spring Break, throw a
Halloween party, go to Sonic during
Happy Hour, mud run, eat a "Spicy
Chicky" sandwich, dance in the
Hardee's parking Jot, "Go South,"
Taco Tuesday, do the chicken dance,
go to the graveyard at 3 in the morning, go white water rafting, drink
sweet tea from Los, live in the Blue
Shack or Stone Mansion, walk along
the beach with your girlfriend, play
Risk and 007, watch Al Pacino
movies and "dance like nobody's
watching."
For me, sitting through class lectures is not what college has been all
about. With or without a degree, I

believe I would have done just fine
in life. On the way over to the Laundromat, I listl?ned to the Barenaked
Ladies sing, "1 go to school, I write
exams, if I pass or fail and if I drop
out does anybody give a damn, and
if they do, they will soon forget it
won't take much for me to show
them my life ain't over yet."
Sometimes when I'm sitting in
class I get the feeling of watching my
clothes in the spin cycle. Like everything is routine and I just follow the
cycle made out for me. That's when
I skip class and go golfing on a
sunny day, or I put off studying for
the exam to talk to a friend.
Many people will read this article
and think, "Man, that guy is weird,
what made him think that?" There
have been things in my life that have
changed me and made me want to
write this article, most of which happened while I was here at Murray.
This article is frrst of all for my
friends, The ones who would watch
me make a fool of myself and still

want to sit with me at lunch the next
day. This article is also for all those
people I haven't met, but like the
Barenaked Ladies, understand what
I am trying to say. If you do understand, say hello next time you see
me, we can get lunch together or
maybe even grab a beer sometime.
I will pass my college exams and
will once again be brought to the
question, "Where will I be in a
year?" I will leave some good
friends behind but I will also move
on and meet new people.
I've learned, more than anything,
you can't have things planned out,
things can change and you should
just have fun with whom you are
with.
As for me now, I think I am going
to walk over and talk to the brownhaired girl and just say hello, who
knows where it could lead.

Brian Recktenwald is a senior elementary education mlljor from
Louisville.

In My
Opinion

BRIAN
RECKTENWALD

" FoR

ME,

SITTING
THROUGH
CLASS
LECTURES IS
NOT WHAT
COLLEGE HAS
BEEN ALL
ABOUT."

Politicians, citizens 'holding
breath' over unresolved election
In My
Opinion

SHELLEY
STREET
"A BLEARYEYED T oM
BROKAW WAS
SAYING THE
IMPOSSIBLE:
THERE WAS NO
PRESIDENTELECT."

When I went to bed in the wee hours of
the morning following Election Day, 1
thought the next president would be
George W. Bush. So did "The Paducah
Sun," "St. Louis Post-Dispatch" and
numerous other papers around the country. But while J was sleeping, people were
yelling to "stop the presses" and frantically rewriting headlines.
When I awoke four hours later it was
like entering the Twilight Zone. A blearyeyed Tom Brokaw was saying the impossible: There was no president-ek-ct.
I'm sure this scenario was the same for
millions of Americans, but while they sat
listening to the networks throw out cliches
-"too dose to caU," "uncharted waters,"
"cliffhanger" - and talking with colleagues over the water cooler, by noon my
luggage was packed and I was headed off
to Washington, D.C., the heart of all this
madness.
Seven "The Murray State News" staff
members and our adviser attended the
College Media Association's national convention in downtown D.C. for four days
following the election.
Only one question was on our <;ollective
minds: Who is going to be the next president? People talked about it in the Metro,
bought the newsstands out of papers each
morning and kept the channel tuned to
CNN.
We also had the opportunity to listen to
the opinions of some of the best journalists
in the nation . That's when I knew how pervasive the confusion was.
Neither David Sanger, "New York
Times" chief White House correspondent,
or Michael Isikoff, "Newsweek" investigative writer famous for breaking the Clinton-Lewinsky scandal, had so much as a
due.
"I was talking to one senior correspondent who said this was the political equivalent of an asteroid hitting the earth,"

Isikoff said in a speech .
After hashing and rehashing and rerehashing the situation, he came to the
only conclusion that made absolute sense
to me: "At this point, I don~t see how any
orderly resolution can play. itself out."
Journalists are supposed to be the communicators of important information. The
problem was nobody had any idea how
this would turn out (nor do they Wednesday night a week later, as J'm typing this),
or where to look for information. We were
stymied.
As I walked into Congressman Ed Whitfield's office Thursday to pick up White
House tickets and take a tour of the Capitol, his assistant looked at me and I looked
at her and we both asked, "Have you
heard anything yet?''
Later that afternoon, I went by the "USA
Today" newsroom on a tour. I saw the two
extra editions they had printed, one saying
"Bush apparent winner." A graphic artist
was going through initial election returns
from every county in Florida. The page
one editor brushed by us carrying a piece
of pie and saying it looked like he was in
for a long night again. A reporter had just
packed off to Palm Beach County with no
warning less than an hour before.
The adrenaline was flowing.
Things were no better by Saturday,
when the Associated Press and "Newsday" recruiters couldn't make it to the
career fair because they were still regrouping.
I was surrounded by news in the making, and I had to sit and wait like everybody else. And I'm still waiting, but I don't
regret living through the first hectic days
of "Indecision 2000" in our nation's capital, where politicians continue to hold
their breaths.

Shelley Street is tile assistarlf news editor for
"The Murray State News."

DVD viewing worth free fare
In My
Opinion

JONATHON

SIRCY

"I
THOROUGHLY
APPRECIATE
YOU
ALLOWING ME
TO ENJOY THE
REAL
A MERICAN
HEROES' FIRST
FULL- LENGTH
FILM
ADVENTURE."

For all of you out there who
thrill to the chase of a flea
market, salivate at the mention of a garage sale or otherwise get extremely excited at
the notion of an extraordinary
deal- have I got a tip for you.
"GI Joe: The Movie" (DVD
edition) was well worth the
money some guy I know
spent to rent it. Talk about
awesome.
Now, I' m not even sure
what the guy's name was. I
just heard it playing in my
dormitory
hallway and
knocked on his door. 'But
whoever you are, good
Samaritan, your $3.50 or
whatever you paid was not
spent in vain. I thoroughly
appreciate you allowing me
to enjoy the real American
heroes' first full-length film
adventure.
'This extravaganza features
the voices of Nash Bridges,
Mickey from the "Rocky"
movies and last, but not least,
Sergeant Slaughter as the
voice of ... Sergeant Slaughter!
I was totally unprepared for

such an action-packed ensemble piece. The film illuminates
the frailty of the human self in
the 20th Century against the
backdrop of a ruthless terrorist organization trying to rule
the world. It is really quite
effective. And the thing is, I
didn't even pay for it.
Many critics insist "GI Joe"
is a shoddily made cartoon
that reinforces ultra-male
stereotypes at the expense of
women and generally portrays as buffoons anyone who
does not agree with capitalism and democracy.
Now, I admit there are
some inherent flaws in the
"Gl Joe" plot. I mean, I think
chimpanzees could
run
Cobra, the movie's terrorist
organization, more effectively. They're terrorists. The
name implies they commit
terrorism.
Global domination is nothing to sneeze at, but don't you
think they could find better
things to do than focus all
their attention on America's
highly trained special mis-

sions force? Perhaps acts of
terrorism?
My detractors also claim
the only reason I can even
stomach "GI Joe" is because it
was popular when I was a

child.
So? The same thing could
be said of my dad and his
affinity for "Welcome Back,
Kotter."
And does the DVD version
of "Welcome Back, Kotter"
feature two full-length trailers, 25 public service
announcements and two vintage commercials?
I think not.
Plus, my critics fail to notice
I watched it for free. It cost me
nothing.
So, . bargain seekers, I
implore you. Go out and get
someone to rent "Gl Joe: The
Movie" (DVD edition) today.
It doesn't even have to be
someone you know. You' ll be
glad they did.

]onatlton Sircy is a sophomore
English literature major from
Paducah.

Birthday tradition can prove fatal
for students who drink irresponsibly
For many, life begins when they
turn 21. They get to go out, enjoy
themselves, have a few drinks and
gain more of a social life. Many college
students relish the chance to stay out
later when (ll>gaUy) they had to stay
out of clubs and have others do favors
for them by going to the local store {in
Murray's case, "South") and pick up
the bottles of booze of their choice.
But for a few, life ends when they
turned 21. That was the case with Uni·
versity of Michigan student Byung
Soo Kim.
According to an Associated Press
story in Tuesday's "The Paducah
Sun," Kim was with some of his
friends in an aparbnent building late
Nov. 10, celebrating his birthday in
Ann Arbor, Mich.
He attempted to do what is known
as the "21-shot salute," a shot of scotch
for each year of his life. He made it to
20, but passed out afterward and
eventually died.
Kim died at a hospital, where he
had been admitted with a blood-alcohol content of 0.39, nearly four times
the legal limit for driving in Michigan.
Students count down the days until
they turn 21 like businesses count the

days until the Friday after Thanksgiv·
ing, when the official holiday shopping season starts.
Students look forward to the day
when they can walk into a bar, sit
down and have a cold glass of beer.
They wait with baited breath for the
day they can walk into a store, proudly display their driver's license to the
clerk, pay and walk out with a case of
Bud.
While your 18th birthday is a trip
into adulthood, 21 is an encounter
with manhood. Can you take that
many shots? How many beers can you
consume before running to the toilet?
While many spend the years
between their 18th and 21st birthdays
proving they can drink like a man, the
21st is a way to prove they can drink
that way legally.
I am not against drinking; however,
I am against binge drinking. To take
chances with so much potent liquor is
not only stupid, but it could be deadly. So if you are about to tum 21 and
want to celebrate, remember, it's OK
to party, but don't party too hard.

Greg Stark is the associate editor for "The
Murray Statt News."

In My
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"WHILE YOUR
18TH BIRTHDAY
IS A TRIP INTO
ADULTHOOD,

21

IS AN

ENCOUNTER
WITH
MANHOOD."
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Electoral College in question after election SGA opposes PIN system
•

BY liSA WHEAT

NEWS EDITOR AND
J O NATHAN WATKINS
STAFF WRITER

For the fou rth time in American history, the elect9ral college
may p roduce a presid ent inconsistent with the popular vote.
Currently, Vice President AI
Gore lead s the popular vote,
while Texas Gov. George W.
Bush leads the recount in Florida,
which could determine whether
he wins the Electoral College.
Murray State political science
professors have ideas about how
the ek>etion outcome w ill affect
the future of the country.
"It the outcome casts a great
deal of doubt on the w inner,
that's the potential for a great
Constitutional crisis," p olitical
sdence p rofessor Mark Wattier
said.
Challenging the rules before
the game is finished causes the
people to question the legitimacy
of the winner, Wattier said .
"To change the rules after the
race h,ls bC'en won is to say this
Constit ution isn' t worth the
paper it's w ritten on ," Wattier

told his presi- unite Congress. Presidents electdential elec- ed under such conditions in the
tions
class past were generally not in office
more than one term, Rose said.
Wednesday.
"Whoever becomes president
T h e
rules can be this year will most likely be rechanged only elected if he is able to create an
with a Consti- effective coalition of Republicans
tutiona l and Democrats that w ill accomamendment, , plish some work over the next
MARK WATTIER which would
four years," he said.
political science
require
years
Wattier and Rose agreed a
professor
to
pass presidency enacted by the Electhrough the federal legislature.
toral College vote and not that of
"Small states will not go for the people und ermines the
that right now," political science authority of the winner. Measures, such as civil disobedience,
professor Joe Rose said.
Rose said he would support could stem from those questions,
using the popular vote to deter- although Wattier said those
mine presidents instead of the actions are not likely.
Electoral College system.
The framers originally did not
"That's what democracy is all allow for a popular vote in the
about," he said.
Constitution, Wattier said.
In contrast to Wattier's opin"They were aware that every
ion, Rose said this year's election sort of direct democracy up to
confusion is "not any big deal." that point in time had crumHe said President Bill Clinton bled," Wattier said.
will remain in office until Jan. 20,
The Electoral College as it is
and by that time, the next presi- today began after the 1824 elecdent will be decided.
tion when Andrew Jackson, who
Rose said when the issue is set- received the most popular votes
tled, the future president's suc- and Electoral College votes, did
cess will rest on his ability to not w in the presidency. The

choice
for
pr es id e.n t
went to the
U.S. House o f
Representa tives because
none of the
four
candidates received
a
majority.
j oE Rose
The
Hou se
political science
chose
John
professor
Qu i n c. y
Adams, and Jackson campaigned
for Electoral College votes to be
based on the popular vote.
Today, the Ele-ctoral College
forces presidential candidates to
pay attention to smaller states
and the rural community.
" If i t were straight po pu lar
vote, candidates would go to
larger population centers ... and
campaign there," Wattier said .
The result w ould be the po liticians who cater to the large-city
interests such as smog and urban
sprawl. They wo uld ign ore
issues, s uch as the environment
and agriculture, that are important in areas with a smaller population.
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as only way to get grades
problems he saw in the current
PIN system policy.
"Murray State is being discrimThe Student Government inatory by requiring students to
Association passed a resolution fill out a blue (request) form to
at its Nov. 1 meeting that posting receive their grades by mail," he
students' grades on the Universi- said. "It's an inconvenience to
ty's Personal information Net- · students. Students want to see an
work is not an adequate means of official copy of their grades."
distributing grades.
He also said most parents want
The resolution calls for Murray to see the grades of their son or
State to mail final grades to each daughter, but many do not have
student's permanent address in Internet access.
addition to posting them on the
According to the resolution,
PIN system.
the Admission and Registrar's
The resolution passed with 39 Office has failed to effectively
students voting in favor of the advertise the policies related to
legislation and one abstention. the PIN system, causing hassle
for students who use their final
No students voted against it.
The University created the grades for purposes related to
online system for students to insurance and
prospective
have access to class schedules, careers.
grades, account tnformation and
SGA President Michael Thorne
enrollment verification. Current- delivered the legislation to Dean
ly, grades are only available of Admissions Phil Bryan last
through the PIN system unless a week. Bryan declined to comstudent completes a request form ment on the resolution then, but
said he will meet with SGA to
in Sparks Hall.
Senator at Large Billy Hansen discuss the issue during its weekwrote the legislation to deal with ly meeting Nov. 29.
BY J ONATHAN WATKINS
STAFF WRITER
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All You Do is Show UP!
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'Wet/dry' list donations; Cartoonist named top college artist in nation
winners still in debt
BY ERIN RICHARDS
STAFF W RITER

IDS, said h e has lived in Calloway County for 56 years and
believes the more available alcohol is to young people, the more
they will drink it.
Restaurant referendum committee spokesperson Mike
Cowen said referendum supporters ran into difficulties raising money for their campaign.
"From our standpoint, it has
been a challenge," Cowen said.
"In fact, we are still working on
more people. We have a debt."
Cowen said they raised money
by making personal con tacts
with people in the community
w ho they thought would be
interested in contributing.
Marketing professor Phil Niffenegger said he ch ose to contribute to the restaurant referendum committee's campaign
because he felt they had strong
arguments. He cited studertts
not having to drive long distances and retaining more students who usually leave town on
the weekends as reasons he supported the referendum.
He said the most important
factor is for Murray to attract
potential businesses.

BY MARCI O WEN
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STAFF WRITER

Now that the restaurant referendum has passed, campaign
contributors from both sides
said their financial donations
were worth every penny.
Calloway Countians for Keeping It Dry and Safe raised more
than $11,500, while the restaurant referendum committee
raised approximately $16,300.
Robert K. Martin, CCKIDS treasurer, said they did not have
much trouble raising funds for
their campaign.
"We had three rallies during
the campaign where the public
was invited," Martin said. "We
took up a collection during this
time."
Martin said people who were
interested in contributing to the
campaign outside the rallies contacted him.
"We wanted people to contribu te because they cared about
the nature of the issue," Martin
said. "They thought defeating
the tssue was important in keeping this community safe."
Robert C. McCage Jr., who
contributed financially to CCK-

"T he Murray State News" cartoonist
Darin Sh ock enjoys getting a reaction from
his cartoons, especially when that reaction
comes in the form of a national award.
Shock's work impressed the 2000 College
Media Advisers judges enough to earn him
first place in the Best Stand Alon e category.
"I consid er m yself good for little Murray,
but it's overwhelming to be named the best
in the country," Sh ock said.
Shock, senior from O wensboro, p laced
second in the competition last year and
earned the top position this year.
"To be named best in the country for cartooning p uts Darin in an elite group," newspaper adviser Joe Hedges said .
It was a pleasant surprise to the art major,
who didn' t originally pursue editorial cartooning and admitted he simply "fell into"
the job. But his satirical, and sometimes
offensive, humor, coupled with his artistic
talents, made him a p rime candidate for the
position wh en h e started drawing for "The
News" in 1998.
"Cartooning is a realm of expression
where 1 can just b itch," Shock said. "I' m
already an artist, but this is my revenge. I
can criticize police officers publicly. I can get
back at the government. I'm blessed with the
obligation of exp loiting things."
Shock, wh ose cartoons h ave covered
everything from throwing Elian back in the
ocean to beating up parking ticketers, h ad to
choose three pieces to send to the competi-

tion.
Shock said many of his ideas come from
personal experiences, such as with the cartoon earlier this year that illustrated how to
beat up campus parking ticketers.
''I had to walk past this lot one morning
where all these officers were putting tickets
on people's cars and I thought, 'How do
these people sleep at night?' I wanted to put
that in a cartoon," Shock said .
Shock's material often attacks University
President Kern Alexan der. Followers of
Shock's w ork know the p resident makes regular appearances in various stages of
undress or h umiliation.
"He's an established target of mine and
provides a lot of outlets for my humor,"
Sh ock said .
Shock admitted some of his cartoons were
"low blows" to the president, but said people in those kinds of positions should expect
it. Yet Shock has learn ed to temper some of
his offensive humor.
"When I first started cartooning, I tested
them to see what I could get away with. But
I got tired of dropping off a cartoon and running away before anyon e could make me
ch ange it," Shock said.
And despite what some critics think, even
Shock has lines he won' t cross.
"Believe it or not, I have a few morals,"
Shock said as h e explained why h e was sensitive to the issues surrounding the H ester
College fire and criminal charges against
bask etball players.
Shock has consid ered cartooning as a side
job until he is an established freelance artist,

laura Deaton/The News

Darin Shock said cartooning is a way for
him to ven t frustrations.
but he believes his style may be too harsh for
some national publications. His cartoons are
embraced by the collegiate audience.
He said he wouldn't be happy with censorship because it limits the possibilities of
humor. Now that's a shock.
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Ladies Night
starting at 8 p.m.
featuring
$1 drafts and ·
$4 pitchers
13 miles south of Murray on 121 on the Stateline
901-232-8323

The Nlte Owl mAde An Appurance at DAmon's this weekend, but he forgot to loAd to camera - ol course It Is only APolaroid, but remember he
doesn't have hands. He loved the place anvway. He plans to return for
MondAy night football And half.prlce appetizers because cheap food and
big screen TVs are good .

..;..........................................

The Nlte Owl would lib to tty thanks to everyone wflo didn't mind shuint their good
times. He has hod • fun semester, but unless he Fhdshes his studlea he may not mab
December graduotlon. He Is still planning on freqmtlag oil ol these establishMents,
oilly this tiMe It won't be work related, It's • shomt bectdse he loved his job.
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Christian artists want listeners to be

by their music, no matter the genre

Concert challenges· crowd
Bv KRISTIN H ILL
CHIEF

COPY EDITOR

A person Jenny Widmer thanks God for
is 2.3--year-old Christian singer Rebecca St.
James.
"I think it is wonderful she has a broad
ministry/ ' Widmer, senior from Paducah,
said. ''Her main focus is to tell everyone
about Jesus. Even though she focuses on
teen-agers, she reaches out to younger
kids and adults, too."
St. James' appeal to all ages Ylas evident
Monday night in Lovett Auditoritun. She
shared more than songs with the audienSE;-

"I thaiU< God for her because 1 know a
lot of people got refocused on God
tonight," Widmer said.
She told stories of growing up in Australia, moving to America, family struggles to get by and her two-month Romania mission trip last summer.
"I don't know what poverty is around
the world," St. James said during the con·
cert. "I only know a small taste of what
being in need is about."
St. James also challenged the audience

to give their talents to God, like shed id do
as a 12 year old in Australia.

"Maybe tonight you feel God's tug on
your heart to surrender everything, all
your gifts and talents, to God," she said.
"Abandon your life to him, and he will
transform you."
Jim and Chery Dimino brought their
two daughters, ApriL 13, and Christina,
10, to the concert to encourage St. James'
messages.
"She's a good influence on the kids,"
Chery said. "The lyrics and message are
something I feel comfortable Jetting my
kids listen to."
Although April liked the combination
of lights and loud music, she recognized
the importance of St. James' challenges.
"It's good all the kids are here to hear
what she has to say," April said.
"Actually everyone needs to hear it,"
her father added.
Lori Glore, sophomore from Marion,
said St. James' COs have encouraged her
and her 3-year-old son, Mason. Glore
worshipped with St. James in the third
row, while her son sang along when he
could and danced.

"I love Rebecca St. James ... and everything she stands for," she said. "She's
real."
Shawn Dunnaway, W AAJ-FM program director, promoted the concert,
which was sponsored by the Baptist Student Union and First Assembly of God.
"I think Rebecca has a way of gelling
everyone together," Dunnaway said.
Dunnaway was also involvro when St.
james performed in Murray two years
ago, when 1,200 tickets were sold. Monday 2,200 tickets were sold. Those numbers are encouraging, but Dunnaway said
the 19 first-time decisions to £o1Jow God
and numerous rededications determined
the coN:ert'! success.
Dunnaway said cheaper ticket prices
and strong opening acts attracted families, students and community members.
Tennes.c;ee-native Andrew Carlton <md
brother-sister duo LaRue opened for St.
James. Carlton, who released his frrst
album two weeks ago, opened the night
with four songs. L:'1Rue performed songs
from its self-titled album, as well as
"Transparent," which will be in stores
Jan. 2..,,2001.

St. James' ministry
bonds entire family
BY USA W HEAT
N EWS EDITOR

Photos by Ryan Brooks
(Upper left) Rebecca St. James and her brother Joel share
the spotlight during her concer t at Lovett Auditorium on
Monday. Two of St. J ames' brothers slng backup vocals
during performances. Her parents, five brothers and a sister travel to aU concer ts, helping with lights and production.
(Upper right) St. James read from the Bible several times
during the concert. She dubbed the Bible ..God's love letter" to people and chaUenged them to live in purity before
God.
(Above) Lee Houston, 17, and Kim Ray, 16, from the First
Baptist Church in Mayfield look over the song list on a
recent release from St. James. Their youth group made
the.drive to Murray for the concer t.

With a sister like Rebecca St. James,
life means spending time on the road.
St. James, 23, brought her parents,
five brothers and one sister with her
when God called her into the music
ministry more than four years ago.
Daniel, 21, and Joet 16, sing background vocal.;; and set up the lights,
along with Ben, 19. Her other silr
lings, Luke, 13, Josh, 11 and Ubby, 9,
help out as nL'Cdcd. The entire family
was in Murray on Monday when
Rebecca performed in Lovett Auditoritun at 7 p .m.
"I'm here and I'm happy doing it
now," Joel said. "If the people
weren't getting saved and the family
wasn't growing in heaven, I wouldn't
be doing it."
The family workl?d together before
Rebecca entL'rL'<.l the Christim mu...;;ic
~ene when they came to the United
States from Australia nine yl'ars ago.
Her father's Job feU through and the
family reUL>d on their faith.
1\ebecca's mother, Helen, said
those times drew the family members
together. The children borrowed
rakes from neighbors and started rakIng lea,·es for money.
"They saw there was a form of
income from us doing supposedly
menial jobs," Hclt:m said in an inter·
view after the concert " Before we
knev.· it, over the next few years we
were doing a lot of work together. So
when this ministry started, it was a
natural stepping stone."
Helen said 5hc thought about how
her children would get an education

These are a few of Rebecca's favorite things
Favorite book
"A Voice in the Wind" by Francine Rivers
..h's an amazing book - it changed my life."
Inspiring Bible char acter
Ruth because of her comrnittment
and service to God and Ruth's
mother-in-law, Naom1

Favorite book In the Bible

James
Favorite music group
Earthsuit, a new Christian band

while constantly traveling.
Most Inspirationa l person
'Tve really felt God came back and
Her father. ..He's one of my really
said that he'U teach them what they Favorite songs
good friends {and) he's my manager.
ne1..'\.i to do," sheliaid.
''Consuming Fire" by Third Day
( respect him spiritually a lot.''
Helen said Daniel obtained light· ._
"I_L
_o_v_c_Y_o_u_. _Lo_ r_d_" _is_l_tc_r _ra_v_o_ri_re_h_y_m_n_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.
ing, programming and stage designe
contracts for other groups' concerts.
He also founded his own electronic
commerce company for music publishing. Meanwhile, Ben is developing his skills in video work and start•
ed taping Rebecca's concerts.
Ben said he knows traveling with
it in dollars or cents."
BY BRANDl W ILLIAMS
ASSISTANT COllEGE LIFE EDITOR
hi.., sister is God's will for him right
Terrapin Station owner Valerie
now, but he sometimes misses the life
Hancock said she had not sold any
Although CD sales have not sky- St. james CDs since the show, but
of a normal 19 year old.
rocketed
since Rebecca St. James' docs not usually sell many Christ''(I miss) just normal life, things
concert
Monday,
Karen Welch said ian COs. She said the most popular
that other people experience that we
sales
are
not
the
most important contemporary ChrLr;tian singers
don' t get to experience because we're
thing.
out on the road," he said.
.ue Amy Grant and Steven Curtis
"I was really excited that so
Although the family spends a lot of
Chapman.
time together, on the road and at its many people were exposed to it,"
"It is not a large seller," Hancock
33-acre Franklin, Term., fann. they said Welch, New Life Christian said . "I seJI a couple a week."
Bookstore manager. "It is a kingmanage to live in harmony- for the
Sunset Boulevard Music owner
dom issue. It builds the kingdom
Steve Bell said the store keeps sevmost part, Ben said.
of God."
" We haYe a thing in our family
eral Christian COs in stock, but
Welch said the sales for "Transwhere we haYe no St.uets and you go
doesn't regularly sell many.
form," St. James' latest album, may
to that person right away," he said.
"Some weeks we might not sell
have been down because fans were
Helen said Rebecca is looking into
any and some weeks we'll sell five
waiting to sec her in concert.
other options for her life as she
In addition to the CD released or six," Bell said.
approaches her 24th birthday,
Bell said he directs people to
this month, St. James has five U.S.
New
Life Christian Bookstore
" We'\'e always made a premise releases - "Rebecca St. James"
that at the end of 2001, she would be (1994), "God" (1996), "Christmas" when he doesn't carry cbtain COs.
New Life Christian Bookstore is
released of any pressure to do any- (1997) and "Pray" (1998).
a
non-profit
ministry of New Life
thing," she said.
Welch said her actual CD sales
Helen said her daughter may go down after a Christian concert Christian Minbtries. The store cardown·scale her concert tours and comes to town, but the long-term ries a wide variety of Christian
materials, including books and
write songs for other artists. She may results are e ternal.
also write a book or maybe work in
"Long terml1cnow those people many Christian music genres.
mio;sions. Helen also said Rebecca wiH come in looking for them," Welch said they sell anywhere
doesn't keep secret her desire to be Welch said. "There is an exposure from 75 to 100 Christian COs a
married and raise a family.
there that I'm not sure you can put week.

Concert leads to eternal
results, not just CD sales
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The
We
Ahead
A LOOK AT UPCOMING EVENTS ON CAMPUS AND
AROUND TOWN.
CALENDAR, PHONE

To POST INFORMATION IN THE

762-4480

OR FAX IT TO

762-3175.
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FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

• Play- "Pirates
of
Penzance,"
Robert E. Johnson
Theatre, 7 p.m.
•ConcertDogstar, Lovett
Auditorium,
8
p.m. Tickets are
$5 with Racercard
(limit one) and $8
for the gen(!ral
public. There are
no reserved seats.
•Ticket salesTickets on sale for
the Widespread
Panic
concert,
Nov. 30, Regional
Special Events
Center, 8 p.m.
Tickets are $15
with a Racercard
(limit one) ;md
$22 for the general public. Available at Student
Government
Association office
and Sunset
Boulevard.

•Exhibit- Carol
Kumata Exhibition, Clara M.
Eagle Art Gallery.
•Exhibit"Stroke
Sky
Skeletons," Jung
Ho Kwon, Upper
Clara M. Eagle
Art Gallery.
• Exams- PRAXIS
examination, Faculty Hall POOm
502, 7:30 a.m. to 5
p.m .
• Play- "Pirates
of
Penzance,''
Robert E. Johnson
Theatre, 7 p.m.
• Rodeo- Intercollegiate Rodeo,
West Kentucky
Exposition Center, 7:30 p.m.

• Exhibit- Carol
I<umata Exhibition, Clara M.
Eagle Art Gallery.
•Exhibit"Stroke
Sky
Skeletons," Jung
Ho I<won, Upper
Clara M. Eagle
Art Gallery .
• Recital- Brass
Chamber recital,
Performing Arts
Hall, 2p.m.
• Concert- University Chorale
and
Choral
Union concert,
Lovett A uditorium, 3:30 p.m.
• Bible studyMurray Christian
Fellowship
house, 7 p.m.

• Festival- Quad
State Junior Band
Festival, Lovett
Auditorium. Free
admission.
• Exhibit- Carol
Kumata Exhibition, Clara M.
Eagle Art Gallery.
• Judicia] BoardJ-Board hearing,
Curris
Center
Cumberland
Room, 3:30 p.m.
• BasketballMurray
State
men's team vs.
Gardner-Webb,
RSEC, 7p.m
• Bible StudyChi Alpha, Curris
Center
Ohio
Room,9 p.m.

• Exhibit- Carol
Kumata Exhibition, Clara M.
Eagle Art Gallery.
• RegistrationPayment
for
2001
spring
begins.

• Exhibit- Carol
I<umata Exhibition, Clara M.
Eagle Art Gallery.
•Thanksgiving
Break- Classes
are dismissed at
7:30a.m.

•Exhibit- Carol
Kumata Exhibition, Clara M.
Eagle Art Gallery.
•Thanksgiving
Break

Cinnamon roll stand at Sugar Cube
get students rollin' in the morning
BY YUSUKE MORITA
C ONTRIBUTING WRITER

.-•
•
;

••

Donna's Homemade Cinnamon Rolls
have filled students' stomachs since Food
Services introduced them Oct. 30.
"This 'Donna' is me," said Donna Cobb,
Food Services cashier and. baker.
Food Services Director Bill Benriter
said Cobb deserves the credit because she
has the most experience and has worked
hard .
Along with her colleagues, Cobb makes
the cinnamon rolls and sells them for
$1.25 each from 8 a.m. to 10 a.m . Monday
through Friday from a special cart next to
the Sugar Cube on the Curris Center second floor.
Cobb said they sell around 60 rolls each
day, and usually have two rolls left

around 10 a.m.
"From the students, staff and faculty
that have had them, the responses have
been very positive," Benriter said.
Cobb said many customers have told
her the cinnamon rolls are good . One
woman even wanted the recipe so she
could make them for Thanksgiving.
"They asked me the secrets," she said.
Benriter s aid Food Services introduced
cinnamon rolls because he wanted to
attract s tudents. Research included read ing trade magazines and observing other
schools.
"We thought the timing might be right
if we thought of a good product," he said.
"And we did it right."
\
Lare Allen, sophomore from Owensboro, said she would' eat the cinnamon
rolls every day if she could afford it.

Although she thinks they are a little
expensive, she said she understands people'put a Jot of effort into baking them.
"One for later,'' Will O'Nan, freshman
from Henderson, said. Tuesday was his
first experience with the cinnamon rolls.
He felt the price was right, and he bought
three.
"It's very much similar to Cinna-Bun,"
O'Nan said.
Marilee Morgan, junior from Marshall
County, said the rolls taste like a · CinnaBun cinnamon rolls.
Morgan said the two rolls differed.
"Cinna-Bun company makes it a lot
more expensive," Morgan said.
In fact, Benriter said Food Services
received some advice iwm Cinna-Bun in
Nashville tl:\is summer and patterned its
cinnamon roll.

Laura Deatonl[hp<f#ws

Natasha Ennels, freshman from LouisvUie, waits for a cinnamon roll at the stand next to the Sugar Cube.

Congratulations Newly Appointed
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High Alpha
High Beta
High Beta I
High Gam
High Tau
High I
High

Joseph Delapp

H·-h..,..

Kevin Ragan

High Phi
High Sigma
High Episilon
High Rho
High Nu
House Man
Executive

Christopher lawrence
Jace Rabe
Cullan Couleas
Billy Hansen
Michael Junkerman
Brian Dever
Christopher Hancock
Michael Blackston
Leander Peters
Aaron Walters
Jon Bell

. . . . . ~~,,ev n Lowe
Scott Sageser

ROB MAILHOUSE

BRET DOMROSE

KEANU REEVES
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• $5 MSU STUDENTS

• $8 GENERAL PUBLIC

Tonight, LoveH Auditorium @ 8
Doors open @ 7 p.m.
,
For more Info contact 762-6951
www.msusga.com

hristopher Hancock
my Linville
el Ballard
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More than just Keanu: Dogstar plays Lovett Auditorium
album release. The band had
previously released an overseas album and a four-song
release, called "Quattro Formaggi."
Domrose said the process
was frustrating. The band's
first record company went out
of business before the first
album could be released in the
United States.
"After the record company
went out of business, we started trying to figure out what the
next step was/' Domrose said.
After signing with· Ultimatum Music and three different
producers, the band recorded
"Happy Ending" and was
ready for the United States.
Yet, the producers didn't think
the country was ready for the
band.
"They had different market-

BY BRANDl W IUIAMS
AssiSTANT COllEGE liFE EDITOR

Thanks to the Student Government Association, Murray
has hosted several concerts this
semester. Tonight at 8 p.m.
Lovett Auditorium welcomes
Dogs tar.
Oogstar was created six
years ago when lead singer
Bret Oomrose met up with
drummer Rob Mailhouse and
actor Keanu Reeves, who plays
bass.
"Rob and Keanu had been
playing together for years,"
Domrose said. "Then I came in
and brought some songs in,
and we kind of took it to the
next level."
And that level was putting
out an album. "Happy Ending" is the band's first U.S.

ing strategies behind it," Domrose said . "They felt around
Chrisbnas time that the competition was too great to
release a new band, so 1 guess
they figured July was the right
time to go."
After the release date was
delayed three times, Ultimatum Music finally introduced
Dogs tar.
"When it was released we
were aU sitting around thinking, 'Wow they finaUy released
it,' " Domrose said.
The band has faced much
negativity since its formation .
Many people associate the
band with Reeves, and assume
the band is not good because
an actor is in the group.
"I think there are few people
out there who are threatened

by it," Domrose said. "I don't
take time to even look at it."
Domrose said even though
Reeves is an important element
of the group, he is not the main
focus of it.
"He's not the singer or main
songwriter," Domrose said.
''He just wants to play bass
and hang out."
Domrose said having a wellknown actor, such as Reeves,
in the group has made things
m9re difficult.
"The main conflict is the
scheduling," Domrose said.
"The trade off is with Keanu in
the band we get a lot more
press attention."
Said Oomrose: 'We hope it
all balances out, even though it
is a bit unorthodox."

Ultimatum Music

Dogstar wW be playing in Lovett Auditorjum at 8 tonight. Tickets are
SS for students and S8 for the general public.

Top
Albums

Dogstar shows potential through sophomore release
BY Scon GIBSON

Music
Review

STAFF WRITER

Album:
Dogstar
Grade: B-

Comments:
"Even though

he may not be
the next Flea or
Jeff Ament,
Reeves has
proven himself
to be more than
an actor."

Dogstar may not be known for anything more than its heart-throb bassist,
but its sophomore album, "Happy Ending" may be what the band needs to
make a great beginning.
Even though Oogstar was formed in
Los Angeles and is composed of actors,
the band is mostly concerned with its
music. Bret Domrose, an ex-Sheryl Crow
guitarist and independent film actor,
heads the band with vocals and guitar.
Rob Mailhouse, who had a two-year stint
on "Days of Our Lives," plays drums,

while Keanu Reeves strums the bass.
"Halo," the first track on "Happy Ending," introduces Dogstar as a solid postgrunge trio that is slightly behind the
musical curve. With a guitar heavy
sound and personal lyrics, the band
resembles many mid-'90s rock bands.
Thie resemblance may come from the
fact that Oogstar has worked with producers from bands, such as Soul Asylum,
Goo Goo Dolls and Pearl Jam.
Like many mainstream bands, most of
Dogstar's lyrics are straightforward
blends of anger ("Slipping Down"), nostalgia ("Blown Away") and frustration
("Swim"). The song "Washington,"

~
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much slower than the rest of the album,
seems to be about confusion, loneliness
and longing to be with a loved one.
Not aU of Dogstar's songs are typical
rock. All three members of Oogstar contributed to the lyrics of "Comerstore,'' a
more up-beat pop love song. The fifth
track on the album is about a mom and
pop store downtown, and who love for a
blind girl that sees "more than you or me
will ever see."
The only song on the album not written by the members of Dogstar is the
striking rendition of the Carpenters' classic, "Superstar." A late addition to the
album, Dogstar's version only sounds
like the original d uring the chorus.

A Better way q{Banking
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L Marilyn

Domrosc's vocals ~ound similar to
Splender's Waymon Boone on many of
the songs. During "Alarming," the band
seems to revert to the Seattle sound of
the early '90s as Domrose screams out a
bad Eddie Vedder impression.
Reeves, despite the skepticism surrounding his musical career, is a relatively good bass player. Self taught, Reeves
learned to play the four-stringed bass in
his garage between films. Even though
he may not be the next Flea or Jeff
Ament, Reeves has proven himself to be
more than an actor.
"Happy Ending" is not a typical mainstream rock album, which may be the
factor that makes it sUghtly appealing.

Manson"Holywood"
2. R. K~lly

"TP-2.com"

3. The
Of fspring"Conspiracy of

One"
4. Keith Sweat"Didn't See Me
Coming"
5. Sade"Lovers Rock"

Source:
Terrapin Station
and Sunset Boulevard
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Lindsa1:1 fltkins
Shafd tJarnes
Kimberly tJoram
Natalie tJringham
Whitne1:1 tJushart
'l'ara Chandler
Lacy Clapp
Kenette Cleaver
Kiki Cunningham
Wendy Davis

Stephanie Elder
Marf:1beth Harris
Elizabeth Hawkins
'Julie Hoffman
Whitne1:1 Holland
tJrandy House
Michelle Houser
Missy 'Jenkins
'Jennifer 'Johnson
Katie Konrad

Megan Douglas

'}enn Lamming

flshley Meador
'Jennifer Pa0ne
(jinger Smith
Hillarf::1Spain
Sarah Stafford
flnnie Walker
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BY MELISSA

A
Iii don't ask for sympathy.

I ask for equality.
Nothing more, nothing less."
-Carol Huddleston

This is the ~th in a
series titled ~~Focus on
Abil~y. " lt1 •lhJ! coming

weeks, this series will
feature the.everyday
triumphs and struggles
of Mu"ay State
students who live·
with disabUities.

Carol Huddleston caDs her disability a "whammy." But she's not too
fond of calling her problems a disability at all.
"What's wrong with being different from everyone else?" she asked.
Carol, senior from Kuttawa, has
spina bifida, meaning her vertebra
are- open into a horseshoe shape.
When the vertebra are open, the
spinal cord is exposed and the nerves
become frayed. Whatever nerves are
frayed cause permanent damage.
Spina bifida is a hereditary birth
defect. Carol said most people with
spina bifida are in wheelchairs, but
she is not. Carol does walk with a
limp and uses a cane to help her
walk.
Spina bifida also causes spinal
fluid to collect on the brain, which
Caro1 said, could be the cause of her
written expression learning disability.
"I've got one of those whammy
disabilities that anything goes
under,'' Carol said.
A written expression learning disability means Carol has trouble
expressing herself in writing. Carol
said she sounds much more intelligent speaking than in writing.
Carol, 29, said she did not discover
she had a learning disability until
about a year ago. Carol said, before
she would have to repeat classes
numerous times. Once she d ~cov
ered her disability, she found ways

~:·~-~!!_~'!_! rl!_~~~l~
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Tan Alw ''~I
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•
I I
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I
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Gi'Ft Certificates Available

N .12th St .
in the Shoppes of M urray behind Cracker Barrel
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to learn what best suited her.
''I cope with it by compensating
with verbal skills and more time
spent on written tests," Carol said.
Carol. a social work major, uses a
tape recorder or a computer program called "Dragon Naturally
Speaking" to help her type papers.
To use " Dragon Naturally Speaking," Carol speaks into a microphone
on her computer and the program
types what she says. The program is
a challenge because she has to tell the
computer w here to put punctuation,
spaces and capitalization.
"You have to tell it w hen you want
it, where you want it and how you
want it," Carol said .
Carol does not let any of her prolr
!ems slow her down. DeAnna Key,
senior from Central City, and one of
Carol's friends, said this is one of
Carol's best q ualities.
"She's ambitious," DeAnna said.
"'That's w hat I admire about her."
DeAnna said her 6-year-old
daughter, Deline, loves Carol.
" My daughter sees no flaw in her,"
DeAnna said. "She just thinks the
world of her."
DeAnna said children are more
accepting of disabilities than most
adults.
"If adults could see people
through children's eyes, wouldn' t
the world be a great place?" DeAnna
said.
Carol said she loves child ren and
would have a house full, but social
workers do not make much money.
Carol lives in Springer CoUege.

Ryan Brooks/The News

Carol Huddleston, senior from Kuttawa, said she finds nothing
wrong with being different.
She said she finds living on campus
convenient.
''When r need the library, it's just
right down the breezeway," she said.
Outside of classes, Carol enjoys jet
skiing, bon ting and other water

sports. She said she never lets her
disability get in the way of what she
wJnts to do.
"I don't ask for sympathy," she
said. " 1 ask for equality. Nothing
more, nothing less."

DCI INTERNET IS HEREI
Hev Parents!

Need to go Chrlstmu shopping for the kids, but
can't Find a babvsiHer? We can help!
Bring vour kids to ••• MOM'S DAY OUT!
For children ages 4 - 10 Just $S per chUd!
Saturdav, Dec. 2, 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
2nd floor of the MSU Currls Center

Call 762-4703 to _P.re-reglster
Monday, Nov. 27
Hurry! Space Is limited!

·Lowest Internet Price Anywhere
•As Low As $12.50 Per Month

·V.90 and ISDN
•No Busy Signals
-NO.SETUP FEES .

rB<I> Honor Socletv

D

Call Now 800.562.4959

Alpha $:1' ·.ma Alpha
:;t

would II~

.,.~

.

~;ihnounce

our newest initiates
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Racers end on winning note
Racer offense
Pannunzio grades team on year
skins TSU Tigers
BY JASON

8 1UINGSL£Y

SPORT S EDITOR

BY SAM AGUIAR
A SSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The Murray State football
team rewrote the record books
in Saturday's season-ending 6240 win over rennessee State.
The Racers, who finished the
year with a r<.>eord of 6-5, had
an offensive t.>xplo~ion in th~
contest. They gained 800 total
yards, which broke Austin
Peay's six-year-old Ohio Valley
Conference record of 734.
On the ground, the Racers
gained 418 yards, breaking the
team mark of 393 set in 1978
against East Tennessee State.
The team averaged 7.9 yards
per carry, also a MSU record.
The Racers 62 points are the
most Tennes..c;ce State has given
up in the prograri'l's 88-year history.
"I' m really impressed and
excited about the offense we
have," Racer Head Coach Joe
Pannunzio said. "When you
think about the output we had
Saturday against a talented
rsu team, then we haw the
nMkings of something real speci.11 here."
By avenging two previous
OVC Championship defeats to
the Tigers, the R<~cers obtained
their sixth consecutive winning
~ason. It also helped make the
seniors' depa rture a little
sweeter.
"This ganw w.ts very impor·
tant to th~· S<miors," Terrence
Tillman, senior from Memphis,

said. "It was nice to go out with
a winning record and beat Tennessee State."
The Racers offense jumped
out early with an 80-yard
touchdown pass from Stewart
Childress, freshman from
Princeton, to Tillman on the
first play from scrimmage.
MSU would also score on its
next six offensive possessions
to make the score 48-20 in the
middle of the third quarter.
Garner Byars, sophomore
from Louisville, contributed to
the Racers' offensive success,
rushing for 228 yards on 25 carries and two touchdowns. It
was the fourth best rushing
performance in MSU history
and he was named OVC Offensive Player of the Week.
Mario Riley, sophomore from
Colorado Springs, Colo., also
contributed to the Racer run·
ning game with 125 yards and
two scores on 13 carries.
Childress also had his best
performance of the season,
completing 23 of 32 passes for
367 yards and four touchd owns.
Tillman led the Racer receiving corps with seven receptions
for 154 yards. He also became
the MSU all-time leader in both
career receptions (146) and
receiving yardage (2,390).
For the story on Tillman'
rt.>eord-breaking career with the
Racers, go to ''The News
Online" at www.thenews.org/
sports2.hbn.

With December approaching, many
college students have their minds
KICK COVERAGE
focused on one thing: grades.
Though not a student, Racer Head
;puNT COVERAGE
Coach Joe Parmunzio is no exception. He
issued his final grades for this year's
KICKER
football team in a sit-down interview
Monday.
Q u arterback: 8+
)1tJNTER
In his first seaso~ Stewart Childress,
freshman from Princeton, had the second-best passing season in Racer history
with 2,928 yards and 20 touchdowns.
His 2,928 yards was second behind
Justin Fuente's 3,497 yards passing last
season. Pannunzio felt Childress
improved quite a bit over the course of
the season, but may need to improve on
protecting the football.
)
Running backs: 8
Mario Riley, sophomore from Colcrado Springs, Colo., and Garnar Byars, ~liit:Q,
sophomore from Louisville, proved to
be one of the most explosive running
back combinations in recent memory,
combining for 1,630 yards and 17 touch• downs.
OVERALL DEFENSE
"I really think the move of Garnar
Byars to running back really helped us
out," said Pannunzio of the former
defensive back.
PARENT'S SIGNATURE - - - - - - Wide receivers/tight ends: A
Pannwdio said the wide receivers and
Robert Pieroni/ The News
"We were short in numbers which really
tight ends were the strength of the football hurt us," Pannunzio said. "I don't think I did
Kicking:C
team. Shaun Boykins, senior from St. Louis, a good job getting the kids into the right
Punting: 8led the Racers in receptions with 56.
positions. When you hold a team like EastPannunzio felt the kicking game was a little
Terrence Tillman, senior from Memphis, em to -2 yards rushing, that's the way we. inconsistent at times, and although punter
had 44 receptions for 663 yards and five want to play defense."
Brian Bivens, sophomort' from Henderson,
touchdowns to place him as the all·time
Linebackers: 8
had a strong leg, Pannunzio said the Racers
Racer leader in receptions with 146 and
linebackers took five of the top six spots failed to pin teams inside the Io-yard line
receiving yards with 2,390. He is tied for in tackles this season. Jai Williams, senior many times this yt'ar.
second in touchdowns with 26.
from Eldorado, Ark., was second on the
Kickoff coverage: 8
Michael Slater, junior from Vicksburg, team with 101 and Jilon Van Over, senior
Punt coverage: AMiss., led the Racers in receiving yards with from Walnut, Calif., was third with 77.
Long snapper: 8
819 and touchdowns with seven. Josh
"I really liked the way Jai Williams and
Overall s~cial teams: 8
McKeel, junior from Murray, and Mike Jilon played this year," Pannunzio said.
Pannunzio said the coverage teams were
Valenti, juiuor from Farmersville, Texas, "They were active, and when they played improved over last season, although they had
combined for 26 catches, 254 yards receiv- good, we played good."
problems with Western Kentucky and Tening and two touchdowns.
neSSt.>e State on kickoffs. But Pannunzio attribSecondary: D
"It seemed like every week there was a
The leader of the MSU secondary this year uted that to the quality of kick returners for
new guy making plays for us," Pannunz..io was Beau Guest, senior from La Grange. He those teams.
Pannunzio also felt long snapper William
said.
led the Racers with 110 tackles and four
Offensive line: 8
interceptions. He also moved into the Top 10 Rasinen, freshman from Lexington, did his job,
"Of all the groups we had, I think they all-time Racer tacklers with a career total of because nobody knew his name.
were the one that got better and better each 307 to pass Luke Curry (1983-86). Parmunzio
week as the season went along," Pannunzio said the secondary needs some work before
next season.
said.
"We can' t give up all the deep balls we
Overall offense: 8
Terrence Tillman sets new Racer
"We need to do a better job protecting the gave up all year long," he said. "We have to
reception records:
football," Pannunzio said. "We had too keep things in front of us."
Overall defense: 0
many turnovers this year."
www.thenews.org/sports2..htu\
Defensive line: C"My biggest surprise and disappointment
Injuries and lack of depth hurt the Jefen- would be our defense," he said. "I really felt
Murray State takes on UT-Martin in
sive line the most. With as few as five players we had good enough players to play better
men's and women's flag fOOtball:
available at times, their shining moment was defense aU year long. When you finish 108th
www.thenews.org/sports3.htm
against Eastern Ktmtucky on Nov. 4, when of 120 (Div. 1-AA) teams, it tells you some·
' thing has to be done.''
they held the Colonels to -2 yards rushing.
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'The News Online'

laura De.llon/ The News

Shauo Boykins, senior from St. Louis, is tackled by a TSU
player after a catch in Saturday's 62-40 win over th e Tigers.
Boykins led the Racers in receptions this season with 56.

Hockey games offer couples sports-related dating opportunity
Sports Talk

jASON
BILLINGSLEY

"AFTER

.

ATTENDING A
GAME IN PERSON, YOU MAY
FEEL, LIKE I DO,
THAT HOCKEY IS
THE COOLEST
GAME ON
EARTH."

How many times have you struggled
to figure out where to take a girl for a
cool date that could appease both of
your interests?
You would like to see some type of
sporting event, but you think there is
absolutely no chance she would go for
<~nything sports-related? I have the perfect solution that will let you see a
sports event with your date and let her
ha\·e a good time as well.
Take her to a hockey game.
You may think I'm nuts for suggesting this, but hear me out. In m.y conversattons with women about sports, I've
found a surprising number of them love
to watch hockey, even though they may
not be avid sports fans.
"The News" obtained press passes to
the Nov. 9 NHL game between the
Washington Capitals and the New York
Rangers at the MCI Center in Washington, D.C., while "The News" was
nttending the National College Media
Convention !,1st WL>ek (the Rangers won
the game 5-3).
The first thing we sa\"' before the
game started was a "Mission Impossible 2" themed introduction on the
scoreboard above center ice (of the
team).

Star forward Peter Sondra played
Tom Cruise and the coach played the
role of Anthony Hopkins.
The theme continued each time a
player scored a goal, with their mug
shot and name on the scoreboard in the
same style as the beginning.
Every time play stopped, the scoreboard explained why play was stopped,
either for a penalty, off sides or icing.
Anyone unfamiliar with the rules will
not be left in the dark during the game.
There was also a large following of
Rangers fans in attendance.
I interviewed two young couples during the first intermission in the concessions area. First were Erin Fleming and
Shawn Priecko of Fairfax, Va. Fleming
said she had seen two games last year,
and this was her first one this year. She
said she liked hockey because it had
more contact and was more exciting
and rougher than other sports.
Next were Jennifer Walker of Marlette, Mich., and Chad Sumner of Glens
Falls, N.Y. Sumner said even though
both of them are from communities
with strong youth hockey programs,
she knew more about hockey than he
did. He liked. the fast pace, while she
said she liked the fights.

Walker's adviced anyone not sure of
whether they would like hockey to
watch a couple minutes on television.
She also encouraged people to keep an
open mind because watching a live
game is more exciting than on lV.
If this column has convinced you a
hockey game might make a cool date,
remember the Nashville Predators are
just a couple hours away. Ticket prices
for a single game range from $10 to $90.
There are some great games taking
place during Thanksgiving break and
finals week. The Predators will face the
Dallas Stars at 7 p.m . Wednesday, the
St. Louis Blues on Nov. 24 at 7 p.m., the
Philadelphia Flyers on Dec. 12 at 6:30
p.m., the Edmonton Oilers on Dec. 14 at
7 p.m. and the Chicago Blackhawks on
Dec. 16 at 7 p.m. Ticket information can
be found on the World Wide Web at
www.nashvillepredators.com.
After attending a game in person, you
may feel, like I do, that hockey is the
coolest game on Earth.
Ryan Brooks(The News

Jason Billingsley is the :sports editor for
''Tire Murray State Nt·ws."

New York Ranger s players celebrate a powerplay goal by
Tbeoreo Fleu ry in the second period of the Rangers S-3
victory over the Washington Capitals on Nov. 9.
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$portUght
Racer Offense1
Monika Gadson
The Murray
? tate football
offense and Moni,ka Gadson are in
this week's Racer

SportUght.
The offense
gained a team and
OVC record BOO
total yards in Saturday's 62.-40 victory over Tennessee State.
The unit scored
on their first seven
possession$ and
,set another team
iJ'eCOrd with 418
;yardS mshing.Thc
62-point output
was the most
l>oints scored
'against TSU in
their 88-year histo-

rY·

Gadson,~or

from Birmin~,

Ala., had 3D
points, 14
rebounds (six
offensive), ~d
four a.c;sists in the
Lady Racers' 86-54
exhibition win
over The Family,
Inc., on Saturday.
A preseason All·
· OVC selection,
Gadson has
.recorded 22 doubll!.·doubles in her
tcnUrl' withMSU.

Fastfact
The Jast time
Murray State
men's baskefball
team Jost jts sea:son-openl~r was a
67-93 loss to
Arkansa~ in 1993.
Overall, the
rmcers ~re 56-19
operung games.
Their debut this
season is Monday
at 7 p.m. against
Gardner-Webb.
Source: MSU SportS

,....
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Lady Racer basketball signs
three recruits for 2001-02
Lady Racer Head Coach Eddie
Fields announced the signing of three
recru its Nov. 10.
They are Natasya Johnson, from
Mad ison , Ind.; RiQuita Thom as, from
Tulsa, Okla.; and Lee Woodward,
from Toledo, Ohio.
Johnson averaged 15 points and
eight rebounds a game last season at
Madison High School.
"Natasya is very athletic and great
aroWld the basket," Fields said.
Thomas played at Booker T. Washington High School and averaged 12
points and 10 rebounds per contest.
She also shot 57 percent from the field
and 80 percent at the free throw line.
"She's a strong player, super defensive player," Fields said.
Woodward averaged 21 points and
nine rebounds a game at Ottawa
High School. Her field goal percentage was 63 percent and she has
already surpassed 1,000 points.
'
Said Fields: "Lee is very versatile."

Men's cross country competes
at NCAA District tourney
The Murray State men's cross country team competed at the NCAA District III Championships in Greenville,

Childress, Byars eam awards
for perfonnances Saturday
Stewart Childress, freshman from
Princeton, and Garner Byars, sophomore from Louisville, earned accolades
for their offensive performances in
MSU's 62-40 victory over Tennessee
State on Saturday.
Childress was named the OVC Newcomer of the Week after completing 23
of 32 for 367 yards and four touchdown
in the victory. He finished the season
with 2,928 yards passing, the second
highest total in MSU history. Childress
was also named the National 1-AA
Newcomer of the Week by Teamlink/CFAA.
Byars was named the OVC Offensive

OVC Volleyball
Standings

OVC Football
Schedule

ovc

TOII\CimJW
t -.oee Tech ot Wes~m
Corolbu. noon
Soultturo !Uul<'U •I W& lln"rl
"'-"hlcky, I p.m.
l!ulem Kentucky 11 &se.n
IUinco. 1:30 p.m.
Sollthe..t Mdsoun.r r..,_

Statl!, 1;JO p.m

S.C. on Saturday. The team finished
18th out of 28 teams.
jeremy Kirk, junior from Aloha, Ore.,
was the Racers top finisher, completing
the S-mile course in 32:57 to place 68th
out of 196 runners.
Joe Davis, sophomore from Benton,
finished 96th at 33:52; Ryan Davis,
sophomore from Memphis, was 112th
at 34:14; James Smith, junior from Benton, Ill., was 121st at 34:33; Brian
Palmer, senior from Benton, was 126th
at 34:44; and Devin Wilber, sophomore
from Wakeman, Ohio, was 150th at
35:50.

SEMO
UTM

EIU

16-0
13-3
11-5

Morehead~

APSU
MSU

TTU
EI<U
TSU

8-8
8-8
4-12
4-12
0-16

Overall
2()-8
20-5
17-12
19-12
17-14
10-15
11-15
8-20
2-28

OVC Volleyball
Tournament
Schedule
(All pll\1!11 playl!d
In Cape Glra.rdrau, Mo.)
Tod.oy Cflrll Round)
tl ~11rtn IWnolo '"' 116 Murray

Stoll, 10 1.11L
14 Auol!n ~'eo)" nl5 M<l~.
lpm

CSe<lOnd Rwnd)
111 UT·\1artin VL wmner of
EI\J / MSU. 4 p.m.
tl Soutl.ast M-..n "'· wlnnrr cor
Al':>li/ M<'rm..d. 7 p.111.

p.m.

UPN24 has announced a five-game
television schedule for Racer basketball
this season. It begins on Dec. 21 with a
6:30 p .m . liv~ broadcast of the Racers
matchup at Louisville.
On Jan. 7, tape delays of MSU's women's and men' s home games against
UT-Martin will be broadcasted at noon
and 8 p .m ., respectively.
Tape delays of MSU's road matchup
against UT-Martin will also be on air at
the same times on Feb. 4.
Many of the Lady Racer basketball
games can be heard on the radio this
season. Murray radio station WNBS
will broadcast all of the team's OVC
contests along with their game at Vanderbilt on Nov. 29 at 7 p .m .

'Breds assistant coach
announces daughter's birth

T""iglll
!...,_tech ~I South Caro lan.,.
o;30 p.rn.
Urbon.o ot l.'..lrl"m J<.ennw:ky, o X!
p.m.
TntmMI s.~~ 11 Soulh..sl M&
10\111. 7 :30 p.m.
Ausm ~}' at Top ol Clw World
Tourn.mftlt.TBA
r - Stole II Ark.m:sas ,........
noli"IWI\t, TllA

Today
Murray $tatr ' 'Coppin St.> tv, 00

f'.lll.
,.........., Ted\ VL BoslmColki><'·
$p.m.
Mlooouri·S.pti$1 11s..uthe.ui Mlseo<•r\.~:JO p m.
f
Tto. - St,Ho•t "ir<hlle Ten·

.....-... 5;~ p.m
F.ut~rn llllnoit

.11 Ml- u11. ~ p m.

TOIDc>nVW

E&ltftn Illinois 11 Bulkor, t p.m.

Austin I'Ny a t Top ol the World

T..,_.. St.>"" .. ........._ l"(IUJ'o
"""""''· rBA

s....ct.r
Austlll I'Ny at Tgp of the World

M umayS~ AI ea.ttm Mlo:hig.an
Toum.nnmt. noon ;and 2 p.m.
E.utrm N!nndy vs. TftolS A&.M, 1
p.m
1\1..111\ P~ay ,• 1 Beln•Ont,l p m
Cl.~wille St.>t;.- ot :o.Jar.ne•d. 3 p.m.
r - T"'-'hat'Mkhlt;MI St..w
"TUlltn.an;ent,;'5 p.m.. .and 1 p.m

......... St. .
WKU28

EIU52
ICI&IIIRIIJSt.O

.......
......
U'IM31

IEIU 41

SW..._.24

SEMCU
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...........
....
...........

IC.:f1lwtn eo
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Sports Rriejly is compile by Assistant
Sports Editor Sam Ag11iar

Residential
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n.-8 football sbndlnp
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The Murray State Tlioroughbreds
baseball team announced the signing of
Geoff Kirksey for the 2002 season.

Women's
Basketball
Schedule

Nor.lJ
MSUI2

Nor.lJ

Murray State assistant baseball
coach Bart Osborne, and his wife,
Julie, announce the birth of their second daughter, Leann,l Bartlett. She
born at 6 :04 a.m. Nov. 8 at MurrayCalloway CoWlty Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds,
14 ounces, and was 20 and a half inches long.

Baseball announces signing
of Reidland's Geoff Kirksey

Men's Basketball
Schedule

c~.:rBA

He wi11 play his senior season in 2001
for Reidland High School, the same
school to produce former ' Breds standout Chad Hamm (1996-1999).
The 6-1 outfielder /first baseman batted .500 last season with seven homeruns and 16 doubles.
Kirksey was alsp a member of the
Paducah Post 31 America Legion team
that advanced to the national champi·
onship game last summer. He hit .336
with 15 hits and seven runs scored in
the American Legion World Series.
"We are very proud to have Geoff
come play for us," Murray State Head
Coach Mike Thieke said. "We look forward to having him step in and contribute to the program."

Radio and television schedule
announced for MSU basketball

CbsBic, Tal\

To-w

ovc CN.a~plcmaltlp, l

Player of the Week by league officials.
He rush~d for a career high 228 yards
and two touchdowns on 25 carries. It
was the fourth best rushing performance in MSU history. He also had 30
return yards and a two-yard reception.

fk..
~· ·s·
I' " beth

6-l

5-1
J. l
2·1
3-4

CJ.uk
H.-swr

2-3

R..:hmonJ

1-l

!'pringfr • A n

l..,'i

2~

Alph<tTau ~

~·

AlphA S1.;m• 1'111
NgrmChl
Sigma f'tu Epsilon
Alpha G.mma Rho

4-2

2-4

2-4
· ~o;

Slg~nA I'i

1).9

Sororities/
Independent

Ell del. NISU, 3-0
(15-t, t s;7, 15-.2)

UTM dlf. EKU, 3-.2
U0.15, 10..15, 15-9,
15-4,15-91
. . , def. TSU, 3-0
(15-0, 15-1, 15-7)

Rag football stAndings
~ Gamma Delta
Al K
F8C
Alpha Omicron l't
AJpha Ombon P1 "B.
llSU
Alpha Slgn\ol Alpha

~SipiASipa
0~114

l'i

6-1
6-2
\.2
~
......

""'

2-6
1-6
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Information

Oil & Filter. Lube Chassis
C hanoe
c

Only $18.95
With up to 5 quarts of oil
6 qt. oil $ 20.42 I 8 qt. o~l $ . 22 .8~

.

Murray
Place

Luxury Living for College Students

Rent Starting at

~285

per person
per month

4 Bedroom I 4 Bathroom Apt.
Act by December 15th!

T hese Prices are with GM oil, Other brands of o 1ls w11l be slightly htgher

Now Leasing for Jan - Aug 2001!
Tire Maintenance
Rotate tires $ 15.00
Rotate & Balance Tires $26.95
Tire Rotation is recommended every 6,000 miles

Fuel System

Wynn'~ Fuel System Service $ 76.20
Replace Fuel Filter Starting at$ 45.00

Cooling Systetn Service
System Flush With "Green" Coolant
Only $79.95
System Flush With "Red" Coolant
Only $83.55
All Cooling Services are Perfonned Using Wynn's Products

Transn1ission Service
Transmission Flush with Wynn's $99.95
Northstar, Aurora & some Trucks $105.95

Conventional Service Starts at $ 85.00

RAN NAUT WRL
753-5315

• 4-br 4-bath & 2-br 2-bath
• Private bath off each bedroom
• Fully furnished & unlurntshed
available - You pick!
• FREE washer & dryer tn each apt

• lhdivldual Leases
• Minutes rrom campus
• Very high speed Internet accoss
• FREE Cable with HBO & Cinemax
• Roommate matching

• Clubhouse with ping pong,

pool table, loosball,stereo, & TV
• Sparkling swimming pool
• Lighted tennis court
• Slate-of·the-art fitness center
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Young Racer offense produces in Monday's exhibition
STAFF WRITfR

fire and went on a 20-4 nm and lead
the Slovenian team 52-23 at the half.

Anyone worried about the Murray
State Racer offense this season can stop
worrying now.
They ~macked 89 points on the board
on their way to a 89-60 win over the
BC Aowtex Slovenian team Monday
night at the Regional Special Events
Center.
Guard Kevin Paschel, sophomore
from Louisville, said the offense wiU be
tlie easy part for the Racers this season.
"We spend more time working on
different type; of defense in practice,"
Paschel said. "As far as offense, we are
confident that we can throw some
points on the board."
'This was MSU's second exhibition
game and, much like the first, when
they scored 101, they balanced their
offensive attack.
After the national anthems, the
teams exchanged baskets to tie the
game early on at 4-4. The Racers caught

Racer Head Coach Tevester Anderson
said the defense p ropelled the team to
its big lead.
'We had great intensity at first and
midway through the half our defense
was some of the best I've seen us play,"
Anderson said. "The press led to some
quick baskets and the guys did a good
job with it."
Antione Whelchel, sophomore from
Gainesville, Ga., scored 14 of his 18
points in the first half. He missed his
first shot, then made four field goals in
a row. He was a perfect 6--6 from the
foul line before missing his last field
goal attempt before halftime.
''Whelchel has to play like he did
and put in a lot of minutes off the
bench for us to be successful down the
road," Anderson said.
Whelchel was tied with Isaac
Spencer, senior from Montgomery,
Ala., as the team high scorers. The
leading scorer for the game belonged

BY TIM ALSOBROOKS

to Zeljl<o Zagorac of the Slovenian
team, who had 26 points, including hitting 12 of 13 free throws.
The Racers did have some problems
maintaining their focus with the big
lead and only scored 37 points in the
second half. Chris Shumate, sophomore from Louisville, said the team's
lack of experience was the reason for
the let up.
'We've got a young team and rather
inexperienced in real game situations
like this," Shumate said. "But, as we
develop chemistry and come together
as a team, we will get that killer instinct
and put games like this away when we
have a chance."
Anderson saw two things wrong
with Monday's performance and
hoped to work on them in practice.
'We've got to sustain effort for 40
minutes and put teams away if we
have a big lead like this," Anderson
said. "Also, somehow we've got to
stop the dribble penetration. It caused
our big guys to get into foul trouble

early on."
Fouls were evident in this game.
Justine Burdine, sophomore from
Savannah, Tenn., and Andi Hornig,
freshman from Idstein, Germany,
fouled out for the Racers and three
members of the BC Flowtex team
fouled out.
Murray State was in the double
bonus with 7:15 left in the first half
and with more than nine minutes left
in the second half. Both teams shot 70
percent or better from the Line.
The regular season begins 7 p.m.
Monday at RSEC against GamerWebb, a team which recently moved
to Division I. Burdine said the team is
anxious to start its regular season.
"We've had two games to find out
what we got to work on like sustaining effort, dribble penetration and
controlling the boards," Burdine said.
Karri Ruheck/The New'>
"After a week of practice, we will be
ready for the real start of the season Andi Hornig, freshman from Idstein. Germany,
and we will get things worked out."
misses a dunk against BC Flowtex Slovenia.

Gadson, Lady Racers dominate in blowout over The Family
Bv J EREMY

KIRK

STAFF WRITER

The Murray State Lady Racer
basketball team waJked away
with an 86-~ exhibition win
against The Family on Nov. 11 at
the Regional Special Events Center.
With the victory, Head Coach
Eddie Fields '-lid the team is still
far from where it would like to be,
particularly on defense.

"Our overall effort has been
tremendous and that's working
really well," . Fields said. ''The
Family zoned us for 40 minutes,
which was different from the first
game - Bethel - where they
pressured us for 40 minutes. They
were two different games, which
is good, but it's still a mystery on
how we play half court man-toman."
Denise McDonald, junior from
Indianapolis, said the Lady Rae-

CELLTOUCH,

ers went out focusing on executing the offense in the first half.
"They did well, but we played
hard start to finish," McDonald
said. "Coach wants us to play
hard and as a team, and when we
get our chance to go out and play,
we're going to play hard and play
as a team.''
Monika Gadson, senior from
Birmingham, Ala., was the top
scorer for MSU with 30 points.
Gadson
also
grabbed
14

rebounds. Khadija Head, sophomore from Atlanta, finished with
14 points, six rebounds and a
game-high seven assists.
Murray State also had 15 steals,
nine of which came from Liz
Stansberry, senior from Bargersville, Ind.
The Family was limited to 40
percent shooting for the game, but
shot 46 percent in the first half.
"That is one of our goals for the
season, to put a team under 40

percent from the field," Fields
said. "We had some kids step up
and do some nice things, but we
needed to concentrate better in
that area for sure."
Murray State did improve its
free-throw shooting, a fact about
which Fields was ecstatic. After
shooting poorly from the line
ilgairu.'t Bethel, the team improved
to 88 percent, sinking 15 of 17
from the line.
"That was a massive improve-

ment," Fields said.
With two exhibition wins,
Fields said the team is working
on confidence nO\\'.
"So mucl1 of it is how you start
and we will find out some things
when we go on the road," Fields
said.
The Lady Racers open their
regular season today at 4:30p.m.
against Coppin State in the Best
Western Eagle Oassic at Eastern
Michigan.
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Alpha Gamma Delta
is proud to announce our newest sisters:

Hair Studio
1701 Hwy. 121 By-Pass Murray

Takina Bomar
Angle Murphy
Patty Knott
Heather- Burkeen

Walk-Ins Welcome!

MON-

s~T

763-3688

Two editions of
The Murray State News
left before Christmas break.
Tune-up your engines with
the right parts from

I

Murray Auto Parts, Inc.
1300 N. 12th St.
641 N.

753-4424

Amber Alexander
Sarah Broughton
Whitney Burroughs
Janna Choate
Christina Clark
Lane Dennison
Sara Drake
Jayme Duncan
Terra Dunn
Janna Furches
Jennifer Harris
Susan Hatcher
..........._Erin Hayes
~

Alesha Holder
Angie Huges
Nikki Martin
Summer McClure
Amanda Miller
Jenny Moss
Jodi O'Connell
Mary Owler
Janine Perkins
Kristin Pyle
Jessica Reed
Amy Ross
Elyssa Russell
Rebecca Slayden
Erin Tolliver
Lauren Watson

Love your sisters in
Alpha Gamma Delta!
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HOOP Hard work pays dividends for senior foiWard
DREAMS

2000
OHIO VALLEY
CONFERENCE
COACHES
CHOSE MONIKA
GADSON AS A
PRESEASON
fiRST-TEAM
ALL-OVC
SELECTION AFTER
SHE LED THE
CONFERENCE IN
REBOUNDING
lAST YEAR.

Gadson became the No. 1 inside player for the Lady Racers last year after
Danielle Watts quit the team before the
start of last season to concentrate on
academics. Gadson said the process
was a little rough, but she felt the transition went fairly smooth.
"At first I thought it was going to be
kinda hard to play a power position
with my size, but I figured I kinda held
my own," she said. "Everybody just
stepped up and filled the spots. We just
did what we have to do."
Last year, the Lady Racers hosted
their first game of the OVC Tournament
ever. Gadson thought it was a valuable
step for the program and helped
increase interest in the women's team.
"We got to host a game, so it was
kinda like we got there and smelled the
blood in the water Like a shark," Gadson said. "We won that game and made
it to the tournament down in Nashville.
We didn't play as well as as we thought
we were going to, but it was good to be
there. It was kinda like a stepping stone
for this season."
This year, Gadson is working on
improving her all-around game, including defense and passing. Coach Fields
even has Gadson at times guarding the
opposing team's point guard as they
come up the court, then going back
inside if they cross halfcourt.

BY JASON BILLINGSLEY
SPORTS EDITOR

They say hard work pays dividends.
For Monika Gadson, senior from Birmingham, Ala., hard work has placed her
as one of the top women's basketball
players in the Ohio Valley Conference.
Lady Racer Head Coach Eddie Fields
said Gadson may be one of his hardest
workers ever.
"She's done a great, great job with a
lot of things," Fields said. "She's
worked as hard as any player I've ever
had."
Gadson said she thinks she has
improved greatly since her freshman
year.
"Considering how it was when I got
here my freshman year, I think I've gotten better each and every year I've been
here," Gadson said. "I think I'm one of
the hardest working players on the
team."
Gadson already has the credentials to
backup her work. She was first in the
OVC in rebounding last year with nine
rebounds per game and tied for ninth in
the league (with graduated Lady Racer
guard Heather Bates) in scoring with
13.8 points per game.
Gadson was also sixth in the OVC in
field-goal percentage at .494 and seventh in free throw percentage at .804.

I
a little
lextra cash for the
trip and got it. .

"We've asked her to do some things
this year she's never done," Fields said.
"She's worked to make herself better.
I'd really like to have her for another
year. Everyday she puts it on the floor
and improved her all-around game.
She's put this team in front of a lot of
things."
Gadson said she wanted to lead the
team by example.
"Right now, I don't think any one
person is taking upon themselves to
step up and lead the team," Gadson
said. "That's what we need right now
and I'm trying to take it upon myself to
lead by example as well as follow the
things I say and do."
Gadson said she appreciates the
award as an Ali-OVC selection, but is
focusing on team-oriented goals.
''I'm happy I received the honor, but
right now I'm just trying to focus on
team-oriented goals," Gadson said.
"I'm just trying to do what I have to do
to make this team better. First and foremost we want to win the conference at
the tournament in Nashville. That
would be our biggest accomplishment."
Gadson led the Racers on Saturday in
their final exhibition game against The
Family out of Indianapolis by scoring
30 points and grabbing 14 rebounds.

Ryan Brooks/The News

Monika Gadson, senior forward from Birmingham, Ala.,
attempts a layup during a practice drill Nov. 6.

www.thenews.org

"C ASH I N A FLASH "
.Loans On A•hiq Of Value
We Tote The Note Auto Sales

.

's
Cash When Thu Need it Most

Cars • Trucks • Guns • Knives • TV's
Stereos • Musical Equipment • Coins • Jewelry Stamps •
Baseball Cards • Antiques • Miscellaneous

29 Year Anniversary

We all experience situations where a little extra money could make
life a lot easter. That's where we fit in. When you need cash, we're here
to help. At FU"St American. you'11 find friendly professional
setvice, cash that's easy, f.ast and confidential.
If you're employed and have an active checking

713 S. 12 St. M urray
753-7113

9:30a.m.
Leatlattr Addltwm
Men & Women B orthok

account we'll give you cash for your personal
check, then hold it until your next payday.•
The next time you need cash, come see us.
We've got the cash you need, when you need
it most

7:30p.m.

.---------------------.. . . .. . . . . .. .. .. . . .. . ·

Lorio~

•••••••••••••• •• •••• •• •
•••••••••••••••• •••••• •

'

Casa del Sol

1100 C H ESTNUT
MURRAY

753-1133

Murray, KY:
506 N. 12th Street Suite F. ......753-1020

The departmeltt of Houslat/Resldeaee Ufe
would Ilk• to CHifltalate the Octolw
OTM recipients end honorees. We eptredate ell ol the hard work end dedication you
t lve toward the students of Marray State
Ualverslty. The service yoa provide It 1
very importellf aspect of university lift.

(~Plaza)

Rnldegt Adyller1 of the MoDth
Joe Ashburn · Hester College
Andrea Hardesty - Elizabeth College

·---------------------------·
I

: $10 off Radiator Flush

A l so Bec:ognlzecll
Lee Retzloff - Franklin College
Student o1 the Month
Lindo C h andler - Heste r College
Also Bec:ognl zecl•
Sharlene Beckett - W hite Colle g e
Spotllcbt of the Month
Homecoming at White College•
Amy Bridges, Amanda Sevick, Jessica Lewter, Stacy Fonte,
Brian Hobbs, Joanna Cooper, Sharlene Becken Cristina
Ojeda, John Eveland, Valerie Bransford, Micah Sugg, Philip
Chisholm, Tess McCoy, Kenne~h Conklin
White Collge
CommunJty Service Proenm of the Month
"Birthday Present"
Jennifer Elliot- Regents College
Social Erocram ol the Mogth
"Halloween Bosh"- RA Stoff- Richmond College
"M o nste r Bash" -Joe A shburn- Hester College
6

I
1

Removes rust and contaminates,
1
: refill with Zerex coolant to proper strength. :
I

I

#1 Choice
Care of
Mechanics

102 S. 12th Sl
759-3278

OTMs (Of The Month) are a~ards given each
month to those students ~ho have excelled In
the area of leadership.

I Pick •• or Delhoer7 ....... II All You Can Eat I
I LARGE PIZZA II
& Drin•
1
1up to IO toppings 11 LUNCH Bullet 1
I on~ $7.99 II -~
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Chilly?
Warm
up at

"
·
:
Gloria's
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with a delicious drink!
*Ho:~~:~~~late
~
•...
*Imported Teas ~
[]

!

Try our Hot/Cold Chrysanthemum tea with honey.
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Fighting a cold?

·

Looking for something healthy, lite and
refreshing?
*Tropical fruit and bean drinks

*Breakfast

*Lunc h
Locatlon:214 H. I Sill St
(acroaa trom Poi1<Je LlbrWy)

75t-3233

---~L-------~
804 Chestnut St.
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Alpha Gamma Delta
would like to thank everyone who
contributed to Rock-A-Thon 2000!
r Support is greatly appreciated .
Congratulations to
Alpha Sigma Phi
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Racer volleyball faces uphill
challenge at OVC Tournament
BY TIM

ALSOBROOKS

STAff WRITER

Even after losing a five game
war to Morehead State last
Saturday afternoon in Racer
Arena, the Murray State women's volleyball team will head
to Cape Girardeau, Mo., today
as the No. 6 seed in the Ohio
Valley Conference Tournament.
The Racers finished the year
8-8 in the OVC (10-15 overall)
and in a three-way tie for
fourth place with Morehead
State and Austin Peay. APSU
had three combined wins over
MSU and Morehead so they
get the No. 4 seed. Because
Morehead swept the Racers,
the Eagles will get the fifth
seed.
Racer Head Coach Dave
Schwepker said even with the
loss, he is happy with the Racers' fourth place OVC finish.
"We didn't want the three
seed because SEMO is in the
same bracket, so getting the
sixth seed is where we wanted
to be," Schwepker said.
The Racers had a 2-1 match
lead and a 14-12 game four
lead before the Eagles rallied

to finally win it 17-15. Rachel
Neighbors, senior from Santa
Claus, Ind., played her last
home game for Murray State
on Saturday.
"It was sad, and if I could
play forever I would, but I
realize it's time for me to move
on," Neighbors said. "Everyone was sad about it being my
last game, but we fought.hard
against Morehead and that
part was fun."
After an early deficit, the
Racers fought back to ti~ game
five at 12-12. Morehead's
Cherelle Lampkins sealed the
deal for the Eagles with a slam
off a Racer block for a 15-13
game win and a 3-2 match
win.
"We fought to the end, and
there may have been a mental
letdown in game four, but that
didn't affect us in the fifth
game," Neighbors said.' "We
put everything behind us and
focused on trying to win that
game. Unfortunately, Morehead came out on top."
The Racers wiU battle
against the No.3 seed Eastern
lllinois today at 10 a.m. UTMartin, the No. 2 seed, gets a
bye into the semifinals and

plays the winner of MSU-Eastern Illinois.
"We've beaten Eastern Illinois and we know we can do it
again," Schwepker said. "Then
if it comes to UT-Martin ... we
haven't beaten them, but the
third time is a charm."
If the Racers get past EIU,
they will play UT-Martin six
hours later.
"You could see it as a disadvantage playing two games in
that short of time, but it may
also have us ready to go and
warmed-up. while UT-Martin
may come out cold at first,"
Schwepker said.
Last year's champion Southeast Missouri State will host
the tournament again because
of an unblemished 16·0 OVC
mark. They will play the
APSU-Morehead winner in
the semifinals.
"SEMO is very tough, but
just like everyone else they can
be beaten," Neighbors said.
"Our job is right now to focus
on Eastern Illinois and then
take it team by team, game by
game."
The championship is Saturday at 2 p.m. The winner will
receive an automatic bid to the
NCAA Tournament.

TO
FOOTBALL PREDICTIONS

Alyson

Previous Week's Record
Overall Record

English

Bacon

Copy Editor

MS U·TV II

10-6

10-6

11-5

8-8

109-57

105-61

11Q-56

105-61

GAME

N.Y. Giants
~~.~~,--

Ciacionad
San Francisco
Denvet
Miami
Bal~

Pittsburgh
St. Louis

Jason Blllingsley/The News
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\XI t4ty•. S•Mn -on honu.,, :t.>.<lgn<;:d tn~tks
C:oll ~t:a~-ey: RIM.t-S~}-277~
DRIVER:- OTR ror maonly \fidwc.<t
:.Cll.llhc:l.'ot·Sooth. "" New York Cil)'
llonll' ntkn , nn unlomltnl(. p:~id "'""·kly
allnoolc". 2 yt·:tr; OTR with Hazm.u . ~XJ..
1196-Rllli, Om:2h:t, 1'\E

I)MIVERS·Cnmp;~ny: H<tlliC t:\'<'1)' "'"""".k·
t'lld, No NYC! Stan up to 3/l~ :2 mile,
Supc:rior ln•ur:ant\>i and hcnefk,. Owner
OpcrJtllr: 11'2< " mole, fuel ~urd•ar~o~c:,
p.11d llaholitykilr)ln/fud UKC~, rcorni'IUo.<'
to!Jiii>''Uies. I.GISC flUM:hJ"" Jlrf'lj!r:IITI
:l>aibhle. 1100-94~766, \\'WW.t:fldlr:Jn'"
fl<>I1.CCIIO

OWM'R OI'EilAl'ORS mon: mite.. Mnn:
nl<lfle) . 81!< a mile+ mon: l>rOfllunl(la<.l·
inl'lfa}"''" pay, paid h:tlk! rbtcli/ Jlt-'f
"""!tolls. '2 yr.. OTR "'P· ll!lt).423-6')j9
www .('Jir>C.t'()Jl\

£.'<PERIEI'CCil0 I'I.Arn~l> I)RIVER.'>~TI·
tnR pay lx1>c:d uron ex~c. Home
moo-t wc:ekencb. late modc!l t:qulrmc:nl,
excellent h<'ncfiL•. !\!up & wrp layover
p;~y. C:tll Boyd ll00-220·2421
I)RI\'ERSIOTR·SI:lr Tnnspon, Inc . Ha."
an t!.\<tttn~ llt'W pay paduge. i!xpt•tJ.
en«•l unvC!rs l'lln •tan up to
per
mole, full l'OnlpJn)' llc:ndtllo, <'~< c:llcnt
hnrne tunc:, JUQt rntlc:s. ~lu:il h~,.., Cla....s
A CI)L. & be .thle 10 flO."' I>OT pl1~...,io:ul
:ond drul( ~uwn. Tr.tinln!l ;~vaiiJhlc ~J(l.
974-426211!00-~~l\-(>Ofl2 ext IIO>;/Il77-H'>O·
8184. www .Martnn.,port.com

.H'

I>IUVfll 372 tJti,cr; nc:edt.'tl. ro;o expcri·
cnn~ n~'l"-"'"1)'· l·l day Cl>l.
N••
n.,..t tuotion tf qualified Soan $j~kfS.IOk
flr.u ye:tr. I )<~.or OTR <':111 ~~23H
Pot lr:Jtning toll 1;-.,.., ~S-A505.

'""""'It··

NI\W STA.Rl1NG PAY ~C.'\I.E, $1,000
:<i!ln ..m l'W>nu,, cJminl( fll~t·ntbl up '"
)50,000 Jl<'1' ye:tr, full l><:ndit.,, nt...,.,
moc.lc:l ••m•cntiorul tr:ICinn, qu:dot)
hnrnc tunc, '"ll'"nal & OTR dn\t·r~
nwdcd. Call An. II<" !!xpn,~~ HIJQ.927·0·o31
WW\Io ,:tnii<C.'J'IIO.H'OIII f' 0 1\c),.. ll9,
HollianJ, OH 43026
ADVI'IlTIStNe SALES·Tiw l<<"ntu~ky
Pn-ss As.""''"uon, l<xoat<.'ll In Franklwt,
KY •• lnokon11 tnr :t o,;~IOJlt.'fSOn tn <"OWr
the ln<.luna t~"mtory :odlinj! adv..-nt,inl!
for nwmht-r n..w,papc:r.. . <:ompc:tltrvc
s:tl.lry plu, <'"""""iun,, Exn:llcm hcnt~
IlL,. Sc:ntl Rl.'l<Urtle! 10 1111 Con.,um•·•
l.am:, fr.~nkfon, KY 40601 , or o:m;>il
lbn••k>;@kyfl<e:;.o;.<·•""
PAitT·TI."ff: AIWI'R11S1Nti 'ALES·!.und·
nurk Conununh)' NI!W'p:oper.. Inc: ''
..,.,king :. pan umc '""'·' cXCCUUH' to

~rvt· lh<' Luu,.ville nwrkc:t Tr-Jinintt
ha...,, li:lbry plw. ,·ommt<.<lnn F1t"xohle
"'l><.'llule. R"'uone to LCNI , P.O . Rc>x
5~9, Shc:lhyvillc, KY 40066. Attn : St~c:
EO I!

INS II>I:: SAtE.<; MANAGER· Landm3tk
N"t'\\'Sp;llle"' ;., ~~Cekl~ a v~tile le:J<le1'
(0 uevdnr a nc:w ln.•it.lc: ""'"'' team :1(
ulvblun lu:·.tdqu:lno:n< In Shdhyvlfl<', KY.
Initially
70/ 311
selllnwrnon.a~t•ntt.
Requite:< two )'t":lr. :u.h-etti•ilntt .n.;ltlc
;aic~ man.ll!"fllt•nt exp<:ri<:n<'e. Ydlov,
fl"ll<' c:~pc:rlt'llu.• :1 plus flax "''uone 10
5il2·M.~7 Aun· ~t<'Ve F.O£.
AIWP.RTiliiNG J)JREcr<>R·If you ;~re
looklnjltll llH! In 11 511\:111 tnwn environ·
rncnt hu1 .<Uil ha"t' the:" adv~nUj!e~ nf a
~'>•11 coty, thi.< I• tl~ J'O'>IK>n fm you! 1111.'
RidmK>nd Regll<lt't', a 7-d:!r d:lfly nt'WI>p;tflCI' on RJChmunu. KY, 23 mib -outh
of Lc-in~tnn, KY h:h imm~"<hatc: opcnin!l
for an .:xperlenn·d rrot.,...~.un:ll !<I din.:~t
~nd le:!d ow OC:W~fllpcr·.. auvc:nosonf(
>~ali . Suct-;::,o..Jul t':lndid.lt<' wtll flO""""' a
pruven tm~k n.••:onJ in ,,Jit'll manctl(enwnt, rlannlng ami lmph:nwnthlf( "'11cs
~nJ HeiVI<<' str.li<'Kk:' tn mJ>.imi7.e our
ad•'t'ttL.Inl! rrH'IlUC: flO!rntbl :»nd ht: a
'trung lc-Jd try e\;unfllt' m.ln:.tll"r to
bl!llu upon th" •u~-.;e.,st:S of thh n"""''
pupcr 'IX'e ar<' I"'" nt Communoty N""'"'
fl:tpcr Holdonjt' hll:., <>nt' ol tl~ la!J:c.l
""'''' f>apc:r cnmp;~noes in the: natuln,
thus ptn\ tdtnj! tht' pol<'nual fnr manaf(<'·
nal ,ld>.tncem;,nt w indudc a puhllsher'!<
po.,JtH~n Titb· •~ an iJC""JI slllt'Jtk,n tor an
an nuruj!er '" !>Ito~ ·" "'"' lc:tde1 w
hn.-.ok al'ay I rum the p;~d<, and ,..,,,<' hi.•
nr lwr uwn tick~! to -~~..-s• Thl:. I' a
dulknf(lllR upponunity in a ncil(hhor·
inl! tu mmun>l)' t;> M:'inf!1011, KY Wt'
oiTt'r a <'Ornpcuuoc .'i:11ary·, hnnu.• plan ,
t:nmrk<c ht"tfth anll hcndlt packaj!t.',
mdudintt 401K :tnu v:K'lltion. Seoo nr
Em:ul your rt'.,Umc: tel· RO<:hl:ile S<1<lham.
PuhlL,I~<.'f, Rtchmon<.l RCI(i.'ltt'f, P 0 Rene
99, Rtdunnnd, t. Y 40476 ur l'nwol: llllhltsht·r<'»rkhmomln:j!hu:r.com
A1T0RNEY A.-.«>d.ltt' Pt,..tlK>n lor law
finn expandrn11 In pcr.><~l ontury pr.u:tke, l'lca,., , end '"~un~e to: Cnnhdenual
440B, P.O . Bn>< 90012, Bowllnj! Green ,
1\"Y ·ill02·90ll .

SAI£'i ASSOCIA'ru OPPORTIJ'IIITIES·
Hk:kory F:onn' h:lll ~~ "'"'">t."tllc P<l.SI1101\• "\"~lbhle on :lfC'.I math. t"'-'Y lt:lln·
pn'llrJm.,, <"mpchhve ...abry, hunu.•·
"'· 40% "ntploycc: di~t<.~>Unt, C:~ll R0022K-8229 EOE

llaham~.<. flnri<.la & .JumaK'II Call Sun
Q>;~J<t Vat"Jtton.' lt>r u '"'" hrndtun: and
wJ< how you c:~n . Org.~nlz.c 4 ..mall

.AVON SUn your own husln<.""'· Work
llexohlt' hc111B, En~•Y unhmot«< earninJ~.
eau toll free. Rf\11.9414053.

Spdoa 8ftald O.:htKt' HO(eb, Rd~:~hlc
Aor, fn:C! Fnnu, Drink~. :tn<.l P;1rto1:'.•! Can·
<'Un, Jamalta, t\;thamas, Mazatlan &
flnnd:i Trnd free A l!aro C..hl Do
lc on me Web! Go to scudauctty.com
o r c:~ll 80G-Z9~t+t.} for onfn.

'"II

lAKORER \koii«</Rc:flt'rJI u!lluy ct>n·
octru<~i<m. Apply ut 1272 Olu flem \'alley
Rood. Lc•~•l•vllle, KY. Equal employment
oppc>nunlty <!mployer.

"nlrY'

S40k to> S60k yr pcllt'nti":ll! r>at~
We ni.'CIJ <.'bim ~ now! No
expcrienct' nc:eded 11VilltrJin. C<>mputer
rc:quin:<l. 111111-314·1033 O.:fl< '15
ClAIMS PROCES.~R' $20.$40/hr. pcllen·
ti:tl . Proc·,.,.,in~t ciJhn< •~ e:u;y! T~;~inon~t
provt<.led, Mt.:ST nwn PC. <'.all 110\\1 Rll!>-

S2344 I7 ext. ll(l-4

NOTICES
CHARITY CARS· Donate: your vrhodo:. A.'i
~ on Opt:lh •nJ Pt't>pll' Maga2tnt'!
Tax tlt:du<lthle, fn:.: tow. \li'e JliOVKie
donJted vdti<:l"' '" ltli'UAAhn~t IJmiljc:,,
ll()().44lo44'11 www.dtttntycai'S.III')t.
GOOO HUNTING J:>t:er Pht"Js:tnt ,
TuO.c:y, Qu:~l, Chuk~r, :~nd HU"I!'J~n
PanrKJgc, Guit.letl :tnd lln·Jilllc.k.'ll hunt'
In lll.'illltllul Owen County !'>aii>IJUinn
)lllilt'llnlt'C'<I Call SUl· o\114-3020 an<.l 'iOl·

'l!l4·.i260

TRAVEl
Early Sp<.'<.l.lb! Spnn)l RR::tk tlah3m:L<
Pany Cnti'<'! ~ l);oy> $279! lnduc.b

Meal•. Pan>esl Awt"Onll' lk'.1~he,,
NiRinltfc:' l'l<'rans lmm Flnrlda! G<'t
Grtlllfl-{'><> fn:d 'pnniii>R"JkUJH:I.~-om
1./l00-6711-63H6
Early Srnnj! Hrc.ok Spccials! C;tn~un an<.l
Januk';l from $3A91 A11, Hult:l, Fr<."e
Mt::lls, t>nnks! 1\w:tn!·wtnnmj! Qllllp;~ny1
Gmup Le3der. fn:d Flond:i Va<eatK>~s
$129! bprinl!hl't'aktt:o\'d ron> 1·1100-678-

63116

(~JJ)
'-.:::'.:/

Thanks to all cast

Lrn:Hm•sE 753-0700
W\\ w.LHousc.org

Money motivated individuals
with a Rock-N-Roll attitude
needed to promote products
and events on campus. The
nation 's leader in college
marketing is seeking an
assertive, energetic,
entrepreneurial student to
promote products and events
on campus.
- Be your own damn boss!
-Set your own damn hours!
-Make what you' re worth!
American Passage Media, Inc.
Campus Rep Program
Seattle, WA

800.487.2434 Ext. 4651

campusrep@americanpassage.com

Frank-n-Furter
Amanda Coffner
Janet Weiss
Courtney Winstead
Brad Majors
David "Blur" Free
Riff Raft
Jason Peek
Hilary Dew
Magenta
Columbia
Jessica Dockery
Rocky
Glen Collins
Eddie/Or. Scott
Dennis Frymire

Pick up the next copy of
The Murray State Nevvs December 1

--

c:·tn3ll ~~com

"GET MARRIED" SMOKY MOUNTAINS,
An.-J> mm.t triullful C'hapel>o, <tn:blned
minl'it~. ~e prr.m~•, hon·
h~thttkln~

cymoorVfamtly ablm,

views. Wrodinl( ArrJnj!<'lnents ROU.fl9}7'D4, V:o<·atlon Lod~onl! lj()()-63q.'\A14
•mt>k)""'cdJU~'-COrll

A lif.Al.'Tifl'L,

COMPLETE t;MO"'"Y

MOUNTAIN WEOOTNG .. .Orlgtnal U>g
Wt'<klln!( Ch;tpcl. Evt•rythonSt rrnvtded
rhutQ;, vld~. 011\\'et'!<, fnnnal Wt':lf,
aJhtn.•.
Smokk-,'
he,t
value.
I\00-2Cl2 · ~6Hj ... w" w.~mokymtnwed·
din!(chapd•.com
ROMANTIC C.... NI)J..ELIGHT WEt).
l>l'llG!>. ()nboncd Minl<t<'r., FJej~:~ndy
llt<<·orJit'<l 1'1111 S.:I'\'Kc Cl101pt-l Phnlno-,
Video,, HonC!ymuon C:thin• floutlh
no)lht lm:o. GaolonhutJI. TN Aoc)..933·74MI
W ....'W{MIIt'lrlantJWI!(kJinJ!.'•Cfllll . f..nuJ!
"<'t.kltnj!SO'uMarlalliiW~tnJI.,.t:,~ll

<:lassific.:d l{atl'S
20~

per word for the
first 20 wordc;.

lS~ each
additional word.
Bold Face Type:
$1 per line
Attention setters

**......

$1
Minimum Charge $1

Deadline is 3p.m. Wed.

Wanted! Sprina Brnh,..l Cnoc'tln,

Maybe Pregnant?
Caring, confident!al help.

jltnup aoo l!at. DriAk, TI'IM!I Free aod
l!aro C.hl Call 1-888-777-4641 or

•
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18
enthusiast who really likes what he
does."
E.B.'s transformation begins early on
game days. Hayden starts the morning by making sure her tack and her
horse are clean, with the latter being
accomplished by a morning bathing
session.
Then she braids his mane and
adorns it with blue and gold pompons. Since E. B. can become cranky
after standing stiJI so long, Hayden
usually gives him a few hours back in
the stall to prepare mentally.
"Later, we bring him out and wrap
his legs, do a checkerboard design on
his rump and glitter him up with hair
glitter and lots of hairspray," Hayden
said. "He's usually highly flammable
by the time we get to the game to finish tacking him up."

RACER I:
Jockey prepares
horse for games
From Page 1
life as an unshakable mascot.
"I blasted an alarm dock radio in
the bam to get him used to the noise
and waved big flags in front of him,
which ht> still doesn't like, and went to
the track to practice," Hayden said.
But E.B took it all in stride. Now,
Haydt>n said he, "eats up the crowd"
and loves the atmosphere at game
time.
"At games he always turns into the
perfect horse," Hayden said. "He goes
from being your average equine to an

From Page 1
when the incident occurred.
"There was a crowd enough around that
we're not sure exactly how many people were
involved," Southerland said.
About 400 people attended the party, which
started at midnight after a comedy performance.
Phi Beta Sigma President Scott Fishback said
about five frat~rnity chapters were at Murray
State for the weekend meeting. They held the
event to raise money for cancer research.
Southerland said some of the students
involved in the incident were from other uni-

l
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Who decides when to cut the
grass or whether to harvest
"memorial" trees1
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strengthen his muscles, sometimes
riding him twice a day," Hayden said.
Hayden said she attributes the powerful bond she shares with E. B. to the
hours she spends riding and taking
care of him.
"I can feel him underneath me,"
Hayden said. "I know what he is
going to do. When I put my leg on, he
knows I mean it."
Although Hayden described E. B. as
laid back, she said he has a "tough
front." Angel Hodges, sophomore
from Winne, Ark., who also works at
the University barn, summarized their
horse-human·relationship.
"They spend a lot of time together
and are just really dose," Hodges said.
"E. B. is particular; he's not openly
accepting of everyone."
But it's the animal's unique person-

SPREADHEADS:
SGA, Baker prepare for
Widespread onslaught
From Page 1
versity of Louisville, University of Kentucky and
University of Memphis students asking for group
tickets and inquiring about hotels.
Baker said he can testify to the rumors of partying before the show.
"People do camp out before the show," Baker
said. ''It's known for drug usage and heavy drinking."
Extra security will be present for the concert and
attendants will monitor the parking lot prior to the
show.
"People just have to be smart if they are going to
drink,'' Baker said. ''The cops will be watching
pretty hard."

~

ality Hayden fmds endearing. The
mascot's rider is often accused of doting on the equine that loves sunflower
seeds and is jealous of her boyfriend.
(Hayden swears E. B. pins his ears
whenever her boyfriend comes to see
her at the games.)
Hodges said she attends to the horse
like a mother following after her child.
"He's taken care of me and made
the season so enjoyable," Hayden
said. "He's so special and ['m very
protective."
Sadly, Hayden will leave E.B. to
another rider after she graduates in
December. She said it will definitely
be an adjustment.
"It's a huge honor to be Racer I and
a really neat thing to do," she said. "I
want to make sure someone watches
over him like I do."

RSEC Facilities Manager Shelley Todd said she
was concerned about the concert when she heard
the name Widespread Panic.
Todd called venues that were preparing for or
had hosted Widespread Panic shows. Representatives of the different venues told Todd the crowds
were well-behaved.
Todd said RSEC security will watch the doors to
prevent anyone from sneaking in drugs or alcohol.
"We'Ll have enough eyes and ears to spot that
kind of stuff," Todd said.
Todd said the parking lot will not be open until
two hours prior to the show.
Perry said it will not matter if the lot is closed.
''At one show the lot was closed so we all slept on
the sidewalks," Perry said.
After the Murray concert, many fans plan to travel to Carbondale, Ill., for the band's Dec. 1 show at
Southern lllinois Universitv.
Tickets for the concert ;re $15 for students and
$22 for the general public. They are available at the
SGA office and Sunset Boulevard. The show begins
at 7 p.m.

ATTENTION SENIORS!

~

The December Senior Breakfast wHl be held Wednesday, Dec. 6, 2000
at 8 a.m. in the Curris Center Ballroom. Seniors and graduate
students who are graduating in December 2000 are invited to the
breakfast free of charge. Students should RSVP to the Office of
Student Affairs no later than Wednesday, Nov. 29.
Faculty and staff may purchase tickets for $4.50 from their department
secretary or the Office of Student Affairs. For more information
contact the office at 762-6831.
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Hay said E.B.'s transformation is
reminiscent of another superhero's.
"Rebecca and I used to joke that E. B.
became Racer l when he got on his
mask and his 'racer-dust' just like
Clark Kent became Superman when
he put on his suit," she said.
Hayden was quick to point out
Racer I's preparation is a group effort.
She said without the as.c;istance of all
the people at the bam who help
groom, walk and transport the animal,
Racer I could not exist.
In addition to external preparation
time, Hayden spent many hours in the
saddle physically preparing E.B. for
his first game, as well as maintaining
his condition year round.
"1 spent tons of time conditioning
him with trot sets two or three times a
week interspersed with gallop sets to

versities.
Fishback, who did not see the incident, said
he heard it was similar to other fraternity party
disputes. Some fraternity members thought the
police blew the situation out of proportion, he
said.
"I think it was really a misunderstanding
between the officer and some of the people who
were involved," he said. "I think police were
not there for the whole situation and when they
came up there, the situation looked worse than
it really was."
Jim Saurer, Curris Center director and Interfraternity Council adviser, said the party was
scheduled to end at 2 a.m., but he ordered the
dance to close about 20 minutes early. He said
the incident will not impact the fraternities'
ability to hold events on campus.
"We haven't had any problems all year, and I
think this is an isolated incident," he said. "We
feel we can provide a safer environment for
those events."

TILLMAN:
Baurer states scuffle
is 'an isolated incident'

The Murray State News
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Regional Special Events Center
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10:00
The ceremony time for December Co1nmencement has changed to 10:00 a.m.
It was previously set for 7:00p.m.
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